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RADON DECAY PRODUCT IK-DOOR BEHAVIOR
PARAMETER AND MODEL REVIEW

1 INTRODUCTION

Indoor radiation has been the subject of extensive research during the
last decade. During this time an evolution of experimental methods and
depth of evaluating the indoor environment has occurred. For example, it
vas previously assumed that there were two distinct radon decay fractions -
- unattached and attached; now it is believed that this distinction is not
quite correct, rather the unattached fraction resides in the ultrafine mode
and consists primarily of Po-218 (RaA) clusters and the attached fraction
resides in the accumulative mode and consists of both Po-218 (RaA)
attached to aerosol particles and Po-214 (RaC) ions (Chu et al,1987).
Experimental findings for parameters such as the diffusion coefficient,
vere often widely divergent. Recently, evaluation of the measurement and
experimental conditions, an increased sophisication of measurement
instrumentation, i.e, condensation nuclei counters, and a greater
understanding of measurement limitations have resulted in more comparable
and reliable findings. In addition, the research effort has evolved further
by taking a more in-depth study of the formation and evolution of the radon
decay products in the indoor atmosphere both experimentally and
theoretically. There still exists conflicting results in the literature and
sometimes varying definitions of the same process or parameter, i.e.,
unattached fraction, f (or ultrafine particle), among researchers at

different experimental times. Though a number of improvements have
occurred in understanding radon daughter behavior in indoor atmospheres and
in the measurement methods, additional research is still required.

The purpose of this report is to outline current approaches used to
characterize the indoor radon decay product bahavior and concentrations.
In so doing, a number of topics must be addressed such as, environmental
parameters used to estimate absorbed dose, measurement methods, and
environmental models. In addition the purpose of this report is to
identify areas that require additional research that may be conducted at
Statens Strålskyddsinstitut (SSI). Therefore, the remainder of the report
is divided into five sections. The first section describes general
concepts associated with radon decay products and their interaction with
aerosols. The second section delineates specific parameters used in
determining radon decay product concentrations as determined by experiments
and models. The third section identifies measurement methods with an
emphasis on sources of potential errors, and accuracy and precision. The
fourth section describes some of the radon and radon daughter models. The
final section summarizes additional research needs as identified in the
literature and suggests other possible research activities that could be
conducted at the SSI.



2 BACKGROUND

To det*raine the lung dose equivalent to the individual due to the
presence of radiue in the soil and in the building aaterials & nuaber of
parameters aust be considered, such as the parameters that govern the
equilibrioa between radon (Rn-222) and its daughter products, vhich are
priaarily Pc-218 (RAA), Pb-214 (RaB), and Bi-214 (RaC>, and the partition
of the radon daughters into an attached and an unattached fraction
(Raes,1984) The equilibrium factor ?, (vhich is also kiiov as the
equilibrium ratio, e ). vith respect to potential *lpha er.erg> is defined

as the ratio of the equilibrium equivalent concentration (EEC) of radon to
the actual activity concentration of radon in air (Svedjeaark,1983)

F« ce /cQ (1)

where, c is the EEC of a non-equilibrium mixture of short-lived radon

daughters (RaA, RaB, and RaC, as described in Table 1) in
air (vhich is that activity concentration of radon in
radioactive equilibrium with its short lived daughters that
has the same potential alpha energy concentration as the
nonequilibrium mixture), and

c is the airborne concentration of radon indoors,o

A number of parameters can be taken into account when evaluating the
concentration of radon and its decay products indoors, such as,

— Radon entry (from soil, water, building materials, air)
— Radioactive disintegration
~ Ventilation
— Fraction of attached and unattached decay products
— Aerosol size distribution
— Deposition rate, q (plate-out rate)
— Diffusion rate
— Attachment rate, X and attachment coefficient, B
— Aerosol concentrations
— Resuspension via recoil process

The interaction of these parameters on the concentrations of radon decay
products indoors is schematically shown in Figure 1.

The fraction of attached and unattached radon decay products to radon in
equilbrium with its daughters is important for internal dosimetry
especially vith respect to the unattached fraction since dosimetric
calculations show that they largely contribute to the absorbed dose in the
bronchial epithelium (Jacobi, 1984)(Raes, 1985). It is important to note
that there are current investigations which find that in the domestic
environment the effective dose-equivalent is more related to the radon
concentrations than to the equilibrium equivalent concentration (Vanmarcke
et al, 1987).

Both the attached and unattached fractions are influenced by the basic
processes of attachment, recoil, and deposition and by room specific
parameters of radon emanation and ventilation (Porstendörfer, 1983). Tht
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"attached" fraction has been thought to consist of radon decay products
attached to ambient aerosols. Recently it has been determined that the
"attached" fraction resides in the accumulation mode, the size range of
approximately 10 - 1000 nm. However, the accumulation mode includes both
Po-218 (RaA) attached to aerosol particles and Po-214 (RaC) ions (Chu et
al, 1987). The attached fraction makes up 80 - 95Z of the total radon
decay product activity (Knutson, 1983, 1988). The "unattached" fraction is
thought to consist of ions, molecules, or eventually small clusters (Raes,
1985). The terms "free" ions and "uncombined" or "unattached" radon
daughters are used to describe airborne radon daughters that are not
attached to the ambient aerosol. These terms originated from results of
Chamberlain and Dyson (1956) where they estimated the diffusion coefficient
from theoretical calculations and from experimental data to be 0.054
2

cm /sec (Busigin, 1981). Many past investigators have explained their
results with reference to clustering of polar molecules but there has not
been until recently an evaluation of the experimental results with the
theory of cluster formation (Raes, 1985). Recently it has been determined
that the "unattached" fraction is an ultrafine particle aerosol with a size
range of approximately 0.5 to 3 nm, though this range varies between
researchers, as shown in Figure 2. Based on recent information, it appears
that Po-218 (RaA) comprises the unattached or ultrafine mode. There has
been a great deal of discussion on the formation of the unattached
fraction. The current explanation of how this occurs is as follows: The
Po-218 ion formed by radon decay is neutralized within a few tens of
milliseconds, and then attached to an ultrafine particle formed by
radiolysis generated by polonium ion recoil. The recoil path radiolysis
appears to be the more likely source of the ultrafine particles near enough
to the polonium atom to rapidly incorporate it (Chu et al, 1987).
Throughout the remainder of this report, the unattached fraction will be
primarily referred to when describing these ultrafine particles since this
is how most of the literature has referred to these particular particles.

Because of the new emphasis on molecular radiolysis and aerosol chemistry,
additional parameters must be taken into account when conducting
experiments, utilizing decay product equilibrium models, calculating plate-
out and attachment rates, and consequently the use of dosimetrlc models.
For example, we need to look further into the effects of water vapor
(humidity) and the presence of trace gases in the atmosphere, for these
parameters will affect the rate of formation of ultrafine ions and activity
size distribution thereby deposition locations within the lung. A brief
summary of the processes associated with the formation and removal of radon
decay products (according to the theory of cluster formation) is given
below.

2.1 Ion Cluster Formation and Growth.

Raes et al (1985, 1987) modeling studies suggest that the formation and
growth of radon decay product clusters is based on the classical
thermodynamic theory, where the formation of neutral and charged clusters
is described in terms of the free enthalpy (AG) needed to form a cluster
containing a given number of condensable molecules, as shown below (Raes,
1985,):

(A) Free Energy of Formation of a H-0 Cluster of Size r:

tC -K-4 «r3)/(3 mH20)pkT * ln(p/p«) • 4nr
2* + (Q2/2)(l-l/e)(l/r-l/ro)l (2)



FIGURE 2

SCHEMATIC OF ACTIVITY SIZE
DISTRIBUTIOH

ULTRAFINB NODE ACCUMULATION MODE
(Po-218 Clusters) (RaC and Po-218 attached aerosols)

Knutson, 1963 5 - 15 X of total act. 85 - 95Z of total act.
1988 5 - 15* 80 - 95X

Bigu, 1985 0.01 - l m
(10 - 1000 nm)

Reineking, 1985 0.5 - 3 nm 0.1 - 1.0 un
( 1 - 3 nm) (100 - 1000 na)

Knutson, 1985 1 - 2 nn 80 - 110 nm
(lov & moderate

CN concentrations)

Reineking & 1 - 3 nm 1 0 0 - 3 0 0 nat
Porsfmdörfer, 1986 (no aerosol sources) (no aerosol sources)

20 - 80 nm
(electric motor)

Hopke, 1987 0.7 - 2 nm

Holub & Knutson, 1987 0.52 - 0.75 nm (CN < 70/ cm3)
Kulju et al, 1987 1.5 nm (CN 4E05/c«r)
Chu et al, 1987 (S02- 10-20 ppm)

Tu & Knutson, 1987 0.04 - 0.1 um
(40 - 100 nm)

Knutson, 1988 0.007 - 0.01 um 0.1 - 0.15 pm
(100 - 150 nm)



(B) Free energy of Fornation of a Cluster Containing A molecules H.O and

"B aolecules HjSO^

£&--nakT * ln(pa/på) - nbkT * ln(pb/pb) > 4nr
2<r + Q2/2(l-l/c)(l/r+l/ro) (3)

where,

n , n. is the number concentration of molecules of component

A, B in the gas phase

k is Boltzmann's constant
r is the radius of the cluster
r is the radius of the free radioactive atom

»„ Q is the mass of one H.O molecule

p is the vapor pressure of H-0 or the gas in question

pmis the equilibrium vapor pressure of H.O over a flat surface

of pure H.O

a is the surface tension of a cluster
c is the dielectric constant of the cluster
Q is ion formation in the air
T is absolute temperature
pa .is the environmental vapor pressure of A, B, respectively
a , u

p /p., Pi/Pt is the equilibrium vapor pressure of A, B over a

flat surface of pure A, B, respectively

The first term on the right represents the latent heat of condensation, the
second term identifies surface energy, and the third term represents
clustering around an ion and describes the change in electric field energy
by the presence of the condensable phase, eg., water phase (Raes, 1985).

For charged cluster formation this theory demonstrates that when an ion is
exposed to a supersaturated vapor or to some binary mixture of condensable
vapors (both under-saturated), the ion may start growing spontaneously,
when it reaches some critical size. A more detailed summary of these
processes is given below.

2.1.1 Cluster of Pure Vater Around an Ion (Raes, 19b5).

The best known cluster formation is vater clustering around different
ions. Only charged clusters can occur with the clustering of water around
an ion. Ions will always gather some water molecules and grow to the size

r , as shown in Figure 3. At this size, the cluster is in stable
equilibrium with the water vapor — this means that the number of water
molecules condensing on the cluster equals the number of molecules
evaporating from the cluster. Spontaneous growth of these ion clusters to
large droplets is impossible in sub-saturated conditions (Raes, 1985). The

time required for n vater molecules (number of vater molecules in the
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Figure 3. Schematical representation of the free enthalpy of formation of
charged and neutral clusters as a function of the cluster size, in the case
of pure water in sub-saturated conditions (i.e., r.h. < 100Z). StaL-le ion

clusters will be formed around r - r*.

Figure A. Schematical representation of the free enthalpy of formation of
charged and neutral clusters in the case of two condensing products A and

B. Stable ion clusters will be formed around rs. ru corresponds with the

free enthalpy barrier for charged clusters and r
barrier for neutral clusters.

with the free enthalpy

Figure S. As in Figure 6, here the environmental conditions are such
no stable ion clusters will be formed.

that

Figure 6. Two possible pathways for a growing cluster on the AG surfaces
when no stable ion clusters exist. As the moment of its formation, the ion
grows spontaneously, when it becomes neutralized, it will evaporate or grow

accordingly as it finds itself before or behind r .

Reference: Raes et al (1985).



equilibriua ion cluster, n , n « (4nr p)7(3 •n^o^ to ^BPinSe on tnc

is 5E-O6 to SE-07 seconds (relative huaidity between 10 - 100X) (Raes,
1985). Therefore, it follows that a stable water cluster will always be
foraed before neutralization occurs. Vhen the cluster eventually becomes
neutralized, it will evaporate again and becoae a neutral atoa.

For the clustering of pure water around an ion, it is shown that the
diffusion coefficient decreases with increasing relative huaidity. It has
been calculated that it takes at aost a few aicroseconds for an ion to grow

to its equilibriua size r* (Raes, 1985).

2.1.2 Clustering of a Binary (fixture of Condensable Species to an Ion
(Raes, 1965).

Vhen a second condensable species besides water is present in the carrier
gas, the clusters aay acquire totally different properties. For charged
clusters, two different situations can occur as is exeaplified by the vater
- sulfuric acid (HjO - ^ ^ A ) solution (Raes, 19u5):

(1) At low H20 and i^SO^ concentrations (gas phase) there appears a

ainiaua between n « 0, nb« 0 and the saddlepoint (Figure 4); the alniaua

and the saddle point correspond to a stable and an unstable cluster,

respectively. The stable cluster with size rs will be foraed spontaneously
around the ions. However, if the theraodynaaic barrier between the free
energy of unstable and stable clusters (AGu - AG ) is low, the ion clusters

also can becoae unstable, and grow spontaneously to larger entities.

(2) At high H20 and f^SO^ concentrations (gas phase) the saddle point

and the minimum disappear and the 0G surface becomes concave (Figure 5).
In these conditions, there are no stable ion clusters and there is no
thermodynaaic barrier for the growth of ion clusters; they will start
growing spontaneously to an aerosol droplet ( >2 na) from the aoaient they
are foraed.

Fo- neutral clusters, the HG surface is a saddle surface as shown in Figure
4 or 6). According to the theory, neutral clusters will span a continuum
of sizes (and diffusion coefficients) ranging froa molecules (D > 0.1

2 2 2
ca /sec) to clusters (0.1 cm /sec > D > 0.01 cm /sec) and even to aerosol

2
droplets (D < 0.01 cm /sec) in polluted atmospheres. Similar types of
situations can occur to other mixtures such as HJ0 - HNO,, and to single
condensable products, e.g., organics, in super- saturated conditions (Raes,
1985). According to Raes et al, (1987), the clustering of binary mixtures
of condensable products rather than the clustering of H-0 alone accounts
for the observed range of diffusion coefficients of radon decay products
and for the observed growth of these products. Table 2 summarizes the main
conclusions regarding the size of the unattached fraction and the
comparison of the theoretical predictions with the experimental findings
with respect to the diffusion coefficient ranges and the effect of huaidity
on the diffusion coefficient (Raes et al, 1987).



Table 2 Contortion of the experimental findings and theoretical
predictions of *k» "tie of free radon decay products

Diffusion

Coefficient

(caV1;

Occurence
of

Growth

Experimental
Findings

(0.55 *)

0.08 - 0.03

(• 0.003)

on some
occasions

Theory :
Clustering of

H20

0.1 - 0.08

impossible

•""heory i
c: tering of
B 2 and HjSO^

0.1 - 0.03 •

possible in
"polluted"
atmospheres

effect of Relativ*
Humidity on Dlffu- inconsistent D + when r.h.t D + when r.h.t
sion Coefficient

(Raes et al, 1987)
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2.2 Competitive Removal Processes.

Whether or not growing ions will reach the size corresponding with the

saddle point in the AG surface for neutral clusters, r+ and become an
aerosol particle, depends on the strength of the competitive processes that
may change the physical properties of the ions — neutralization, surface
deposition, attachment to aerosols, and ventilation (Rass, 1985). These
removal processes are pictorially represented in Figure 7.

2.2.1 Neutralization.

Research shows that 88% if the time Po-218 exists as a singly charged
ion, whereas, the remaining 12% of the time it occurs as a neutral species
(Porstendörfer & Mercer, 1979) (Kulju et al, 1987). These positive ions
can be neutralized by (1) recombination with negative ions and (2) "charge
transfer" removal of electrons from neutral molecules with lov ionization
potential (Raes, 1985). With respect to the first process, ion lifetime*
range between 260 and 0.01 seconds (Raes, 1985). In the second process —
"charge transfer", it can only occur with molecules such as NO, NO,, and

some organic vapors that have small ionization potentials (concentrations
in the parts per billion, ppb, levels) (Raes, 1985). The ion lifetime due
to this process is considered to be in the order of seconds. According to
Raes (1985), there is no quantitative information about the neutralization
of ion clusters; therefore, it is hypothesized that they recombine like
small ions.

2.2.2 Deposition on Surfaces.

Several mechanisms may lead to the deposition of ion clusters on surfaces
— diffusion, electrophoresis (i.e., the attraction of charged clusters by
islands of static charge on the walls), thermophoresis, and photophoresis
(Raes, 1985). As stated in Raes (1985), for submicron particles and
clusters, diffusion and electrophoresis are considered the most important
mechanisms. Neutral submicron particles can be removed from the gas phase
mainly by diffusion to the walls. This can also occur for charged
particles in an enclosure with conductive walls. The ion lifetime under

this situation can be 1250 seconds (D - 0.1 cm /sec, v..,« 0.04 cm/sec, S/V

- 0.02 cm" ) (Raes, 1985). Charged clusters will be attracted to
dielectric walls that have charge islands of various polarities and size
(Raes, 1985). For electrophoretic velocites of 0.9 and 36 cm/sec, ion
lifetimes associated with this removal process on glass, teflon, and

2
polyethylene can be 55 and 1.4 sec, respectively (u * 0.21cm /sec, <s - 8E-
13 - 3E-11 C/cm2) (Raes, 1985).

2.2.3. Attachment of Ions to Aerosol Particles.

Attachment, according to the literature, is in direct competition with
surface deposition as a removal process for certain sized ions and neutral
clusters. Radon decay products attach to aerosol particles in the size
range of approximately 0.04 to 0.15 urn (George et al, 1983 and Tu and
Knutson, 1987). Raes (1985) using their numerical model determined the
charged cluster lifetimes under realistic indoor aerosol conditions. In
atmospheres with aged aerosols (mean diameter of 0.1 um) and lov particle

11
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3 3concentrations (10 particles/cm ), the lifetime was calculated to be 420
2

seconds (D • 0.1 cm /sec) (Raes, 1985). In an atmosphere of fresh
nucleation aerosols (i.e., cooking and traffic, aerosols with a particle
mean diameter of 0.04 um) and high particle concentration (5 E05

3 o

particles/cm ), the ion lifetime vas 2 seconds (D • 0.1 cmVsec)(Raes,
1985). (See Section 4 for a more detailed discussion on attachment).
2.3 Comparison of Ion Growth and Removal.

Table 3 summarizes the ion lifetimes corresponding with the removal
mechanisms previously described (Raes, 1985). These lifetimes are compared

vith the time an ion needs to grow across r*. Table 3 shows that ion
growth will be inhibited in the most stringent conditions by

— neutralization
— deposition
— attachment

But for some particles the growth process may be comparable to or smaller
than the ion lifetime characteristics for each removal process (Raes,
1985). Raes (1985, 1987) surmises that the growth and aerosol formation
around radioactive ions may broaden the size distribution of the unattached
fraction and even blur the distinction between the attached and unattached
fractions. This group has proceded to study this phenomena by numerical
modeling (AER01) of the complete history of the radioactive particles, by
assessing the photolytic and radiolytic formation of H.O - H-SO, aerosol

from the gas phase and to calculate the evolution in time of RaA, RaB, and
RaC containing particles (Raes, 1987). Application of the model under
certain selected conditions has shown that the active size distributions
and the amount of airborne activity is largely affected not only by the
aerosol content of the atmosphere but also by its chemical composition, as
well as by dielectric/conductive characteristics of the surfaces of the
room. According to Raes (1987), they believe that clustering and growth is
not too relevant in domestic environments because of the important
competitive removal processes like neutralization by charge-transfer and/or
attachment, and/or deposition by electrophoresis. On the other hand, the
charge properties of the radon daughters seem to be very important in the
domestic environment (Raes, 1987).

13



TABLE 3 , Comparison of the Time an Ion Cluster with the
Characteristic Lifetimes Corresponding with Different
Competitive Removal Processes (Raes, 1987).

Process Conditions Time to Reach
the Critical
Size, (seconds)

Ion Clustering

8 310 molecules/cm

1010molecules/cm3

300

3

Ion Mean Lifetime
(seconds)

Recombination

Charge Transfer

Rn
Rn
Rn

N02

- 37
- 3.

- 3.

- 0

Bq/nT
7 E04 Bq/m3

7 E10 Bq/m3

molecules/cm

1011molecules/cm3

360

10

0.06

0.2

Deposition S/V » 0.02 cm"1
2

D - 0.04 cm /sec
Conductive wall

Dielectric (surface

charge density - 8E-13 C/cm )

2500

Attachment

Ventilation

Radioactive
Decay

Aged aerosol
Fresh nucleation aerosol

1 air change/hr

RaA
RaB
RaC

420
2

3600

265
2320
1710



3 PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT ATMOSPHERIC RADON DECAY PRODUCT CONCENTRATIONS

As previously mentioned a number of parameters are used to characterize
the radon decay product concentrations in air (Figure 2). The data
resulting from these parameters are used to calculate the equilibrium
factor, F, airborne concentrations and ultimately lung dose due to the
radon decay products. In this section, a few of these parameters vill be
reviewed because they have mechanisms that are not well understood or have
conflicting data. These parameters are —

* Unattached fraction, f
* Diffusion Coefficient p

* Deposition (plateout)
* Attachment to aerosols
* Activity and Particle Size Distribution
* Resuspension - Recoil

In this section each of these and associated parameters vill be
described. Theoretical and experimental determination of these parameters
will be outlined. Finally, inadequacies or conflicting results vill be
highlighted, when possible.

3.1 Unattached Fraction of Radon Decay Products.

Dosimetric models indicate that relevant dose quantities for the lung
are taken as the mean dose to the bronchial basal cell layer and pulmonary
epithelium (Reineking, 1985). The mean dose equivalent to these two
target tissues depends on the potential alpha energy of radon daughters
and on the unattached fraction, f , of the total potential alpha energy of
the daughter mixture, (Reineking,P1985)(Knutson, 1988) which is given bys

f - c ^ /ce * PAECU/(PAECU-t- PAECa) (4)

vhere, c' , PAECU is the unattached potential alpha energy
q concentration of radon in equilibrium

with its daughters
c , PAEC ' is the total (attached and unattached)

" potential alpha-energy concentration

The unattached fractions of radon daughters in an atmosphere are
influenced, as is the F factor, by the basic processes of attachment,
recoil, and deposition (plateout) and by the room specific parameters of
radon emanation and ventilation (Porstendörfer, 1983). Listed in Table 4
are some of the f values that have been theoretically or experimentally
derived. Many ofPthe £ values have been determined in uranium mines or
exparimental chambers. PA few have been determined for room air in
dwellings, such as the values obtained by Duggan and Howell (1969), and
George (1972), Reineking (1985), Porstendörfer et al (1987), Tu and
Knutson (1987), and Vanmarcke (1987). In the work conducted by Reineking
(1985), the unattached fraction in rooms without aerosol sources was 0.12
for low ventilation rates (v < 0.3 hr" ). For the study conducted by
Porstendörfer et al (1987), the unattached fraction in rooms without
aerosol sources and low ventilation (v <0.3 hr" ) showed values between
0.06 - 0.15 with 3 mean value near 0.10. In Reinekiogs' study (1985),
under moderate ventilation conditions ( 0.3<v<1. hr" ) the unattached



Author

Chamberlain & Dyson, 1956

Craft et al, 1966

Pusamura, 7.967

Duggan 6 Hoveil, 1969

Chapius, 1970

George & Hinchcliffe, 1972

Jacobe & Elsfeld, 1980

ICRP 32, 1981

Bigu et al, 1982

OECO/NEA, 1983

Ikebe, et al, 1984

Shimo & Ikebe, 1984

Reineking, 1985

Porstendörfer et al, 1987

Tu & Knutson, 1987

TABLE 4

UNATTACHED FRACTIOUS

Unattached
Fraction, £

0.1

C - 0.73

<0-06 - 0.15
0.09 - 0.25

0.0/ - 0.40

<0.C5

0.002 - 0.12

<0.1

0 - 0.05

< 0.01
0.02 - 0.08

0.025

0.07 - 0.32

0.49 + 0.14

0.05 - 0.18

0.06 - 0.15

< 0.05

0.26 - 0,28

<0.07

Consents

Uranium sine
•ethodology

errors

Active U min*
Inactive min*

Open air &
Indoors

Uranium Mines

U Hine

Proposed in
dwellings

Assumption in
dwellings

Diesel areas
Non-diesel
areas
U mines

Assumption in
mines &
dwellings

Laboratory
free RaA

Observatory
tunnel

Dwellings-low
& moderate
ventilation

Dwellings; low
ventilation
<0.3 hr , v/o
aerosol source
Moderat* vent,
aerosol cone.
5E05 part/car*

Dwelling -

normal room
air w/o
activities
Aerosol prod,
activities
4.1E04 to ,
3.8E06 /cm''
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fraction in rooms with aerosol sources varied fr..-a 0.05 (cooking aerosols)
to 0.14 (aerosol from an electrical mov-jr). In Pcrstendörfet et al
(1987), the unattached fraction was < C05, under moderate ventilation
conditions and with aerosol sources (5 £05 particles/cm"). Reineking
(1985) determined that the measured f -impends more on the attachment rate
than the aerosol concentration. Reinek.'.g stated that this dependency was
due to the great change in the particle size distribution of the indoor
aerosol produced by different aerosol so;."ces in Tomes. According to
Porstendörfer et al (1987), the results iom their study shewed that the
fraction of free radon daughters in room.* with low and moderate
ventilation and without any aerosol sources was higher (f - 0.06-0.15)
than proposed in literature (f » 0.05) (NEA, 1933). Onlypwith additional
aerosol sources in a rocm such*as cigarette smoi'e, cooking, anu candle
light led to a decrease of the unattached ^ractiin v^lue below 0.05
(Porstendörfer et al, 1987). Knutson et al (198r-) determined that at
high ambient particle concentrations, the ultrafine mode coagulates toe
rapidly with the preexisting aerosols to be observed (in Chu et al, 1987).

Vhen evaluating the unattached fraction data one must be aware of (1)
the definition of f in the report or journal article, (2) experimental
method and corresponding collection efficiencies, and (3) location of the
experiment. A number of experimental methods have been used, e.g.,
diffusion tubes, diffusion batteries, impactors, wire screens, and wire
screen/diffusion batteries. All of these methods have different
collection efficiencies for both unattached ana attached radon decay
products as well as other sources of error. Another problem that has
occurred, especially with some of the earlier work, is that reseachers
have defined the f differently. For example, Chapius (1970) reported the
f as the fractioivof RaA ions to total RaA, whereas, Craft (1966)
reported the f as the traction of unattached ladon daughter activity to
total radon daughter alpha activity and Fusamura (1967) reported the f
value according to the ICRP (1959) definitions (in George and HinchcliPfe.
1972). A recent definition for the unattached fraction includes all of
the radon daughters as compared to just RaA (Po-218). However, more
recently, the unattached fraction is considered to be ultrafine
particles and consists primarily of Po-218 clusters (Chu et al, 1987). In
addition, Knutson (1988) pointed cut that some articles may not be clear
about whether the total unattached fraction or the unattached fraction
associated with a specific radon decay product is being described.
Finally, the f obviously will vary according to experiment location, e.g,
uranium mine, experimental chamber, or dwelling. Therefore, caution should
be exercised when evaluating the data.

3.2 Diffusion Coefficient.

One of the most important parameters for characterization of the
unattached radon decay products is their diffusivity. The unattached
radon daughters have much greater diffusion coefficients as compared to
the attached decay daughters. Listed in Table 5 are diffusion
coefficients for positively charged decay products and neutral radon (and
thoron) daughters. There are a number of questions pertaining to the
diffusion coefficient especially once the unattached RaA (and other
daughter products) is produced. For example, many investigators have
found the diffusion coefficient of RaA to be "0.05 cm /sec, a value
smaller than would be expected for a single uncharged atom (0.1 cm /sec),
implying the presence of either some sort of ion or a small cluster of
atoms (Raabe 1968 in Busigin, 1981). As pointed out by Raes (1985), the
range of diffusion coefficients given by most authors suggest that Po-218
particles appear as clusters.
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Author

Vellisch, 1914
(In Busigir., 1981)

Chamberlain, 1956

Madeleine, 1966

Forstendörfer, 1968

fontän, 1963

Raabe, 1968

Thomas, 1970

Billard, 1971

Kotrappa & Mayya, 1976

Porstendörfer & Mercer

Raabe. 1979

Haghunath (• Kotrappa,

Busigln, 1981

-ey et al, 1981

Cua, 1983

TABLE 5

DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

Diffusion „
Coefficient (cm'/sec)

0.045

0.054

0.005 - 0-06

0.1

0.1

0.047

0.034

0.085
0.053

0.05

0.006 - 0.062

, 1978 0.068
0.048 (0.024)
0.067

0.096 - 0.073
0.091 - 0.071

1979 0.095

0.08 - 0.002

0.005 - 0.1

0.027 - 0.079

__

Comments

Po-UB

Po-218 unattached,
calculations fro»
experimental data
Unattached ThB, lover D
with longer age *

Neutralized radioactive
l'ion*

n it

R*A Neutral; filtered
ambient air, 13t rh
Same as above, 33Z rh

Ambient air, >20X rh
" , OX rh

Free ions, noted
grovth; suggested
4x lover

Unattached ThB,
flovrate dependent

Charged rh> 30X
rh< 2X

Neutral, not rh dep.

Argon 99.9X rh 101
rh 90X

Dry argon; lov D,
high vent, high rh

Po-218, 5X charged;
unknown conditions
Unattached (Knutson,83)

Unattached, studied
effect of trace gases

Po-218. unknown cond.

, J.28J

Holub & Knutson, 1987

0.0025

0.08 • 0.01

Rats ft al, 1987

0.02

0.013
0.007

0.002

lov O with high rh

Free - ordinary

laboratory aic

Po-218 Unimodal
no SO.concentration
partiéle fret ( CN< 70
particles/en j mono-
dispersed distribution
0.52 - 75 nm-ultrafine

Po-218, Unimodal
radlolysls aerosol
formed fro» SO, - ,
(ON . 4E05 part/cO
1.5 no ultrafine

Numeric model, I
0 for nucltattd RaB (or
RaC)
D for RaB (or RaC) that
is attached to stable
nucleation model
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It has been shova that electric charge, water vapor (humidity),
particle concentrations and trace gases, and ventilation rates can effect
the diffusion coefficient of radon decay products (Porstendörfer, 1979,
Dua, 1983, Frey, 1981, Busigin, 1981, Holub & Knutson, 1987).
Porstendörfer and Mercer (1979) determined that 85 - 88X of the ThB atoms
carry a positive charge when formed (the ThB was collected in a
cylindrical condenser as a function of applied voltage); these percentages
are suppose to apply to radon decay products, but apply primarily to Po-
218. In recent literature as described in Section 2, clustering of
condensable products around and neutralization of ions is considered to at
least partially explain the discrepancies associated with the diffusion
coefficient (Raes, et al, 1985). The diffusion coefficient has in most
cases, except for Thomas (1979), decreased with increasing relative
humidity. According to Busigin (1981), the diffusion coefficient for
charged particles is dependent on relative humidity and the radon
concentration which determines the degree of ionization of air as lound by
Porstendörfer and Hercer (1979). On the other hand, for neutral
particles, the diffusion coefficient is not dependent on relative
humidity. As pointed out earlier in Section 2, past methods for
determining diffusion coefficients — the lack of defining the carrier gas
used in the experiment or use of ambient air may have affected
experimental results. According to Holub and Knutson (1987), in an
atmosphere free of particles (CN < 70 particles/cm ) and no introduced S0>
concentrations, a^unimodal spectrum of diffusion coefficients with a »ode
at 0.08 + 0.01 cm /sec resulted. It appears that the distribution of
diffusion coefficients under the above conditions is monodispersed. Under
the conditions where a radi^lysis aerosol is formed when SO, is introduced
(CN - 4 £05 particles /cm ), a unimodal diffusion coefficient spectrum
with a mode at 0.02 cm /sec was obtained (Holub & Knutson, 1987). It also
appears that the diffusion coefficients are higher in an inert atmosphere
than in air (Busigin, 1981). At high ventilation rates the diffusion
coefficient has also increased (Raghunath & Kotrappa, 1?79 in Busigin,
1981). However, these conclusions are tentative because of the type of
experimental procedures used, e.g., flowrate dependent.

Therefore, based on the above experimental data and discussion, the
diffusion coefficient of the unattached RaA in air may not be adequately
described by a single number and will not be applicable to all conditions.

3.3 Deposition - Removal Processes

The measure of the extent of particle loss by deposition is given by
the depcsition rate. The deposition rate is affected by the deposition
velocity, particle size, and other considerations such as geometrical
orientation with reference to air flow (Bigu, 1985). The unattached radon
daughters diffuse quickly to nearby surfaces and readily plateout (Bigu,
1985). Attached daughter products are of relatively large size, i.e.,
mainly in the approximate size range of 0.01 - 1 micron, urn, therefore, do
not plateout as quickly or easily (Bigu, 1985). Porstendörfer (1983)
identifies deposition rates with radioactive aerosols and the plateout
rates with free or unattached radon daughters. Some authors apply the
term deposition to the behavior of both radioactive aerosols (attached
and unattached daughters). However, most authors use the term plateout to
describe the deposition of the unattached radon progeny. It will be
evident while reviewing this section that many changes are now occurring
both theoretically and experimentally concerning radon progeny deposition
mechanisms. In an effort for simplicity, this subsection is divided into
two sections; first, a general discussion on aerosol deposition for both
unattached and attached radon (and thoron) decay daughters and secondly, a
specific discussion on plateout for unattached radon decay daughters.



3.3.1 Aerosol Deposition.

Surface deposition is one of the most important parameters in the
reduction of the radon decay products in room air (Porstendörfer, 1983).
The general equation for the rate of removal or deposition rate is given
by (Porstendörfer, 1987)

q i ' vg S/V (5)

where, q is the deposition rate of radon daughters in air (see" )
v is the deposition velocity, m/sec
Sgis the surface area available for deposition (walls,

furniture), m _
V is the volume of the room, m

According to Rudnick (1985) the deposition rate (plateout rate) of Po-
218 is defined as the number of equivalent chamber volumes of Po-218 that
are completely deposited on chamber surfaces per unit time. [It is
important to note that Rudnick's model does not differentiate between
attached and unattached deposition rates and for continuity the term
plateout (rate) used in the Rudnick (1985) report will be used here]. An
equivalent chamber volume of Po-218 is equal to N , the number of Po-218
atoms airborne in the chamber, whether attached to1 particles or not.
Thus, the number of atoms of Po-218 plating out per unit time is equal to
P * Na. At steady state, P * N is also equal to the number of atoms of
Po-218 on chamber surfaces tRat decay per unit time (i.e., surface
activity of Po-218). Therefore,

P . (V X )/N (6)
a a a a

where, P is the plateout rate for Po-218 atoms,
Va is the number of atoms of RaA on the chamber surface,
Xa is the decay constant for RaA, and
Na is the number of airborne Po-218 atoms in the chamber.

Evaluation of the plateout rate for Fb-214 is more complicated than Po-218
for two reasons: (1) the atoms of Po-218 on the chamber surfaces decay
become Pb-214 atoms, and (2) they also recoil when the alpha particle is
emitted and may therefore become resuspended. The steady state material
balance for Pb-214 on chamber surfaces is given by (Rudnick, 1985)

Pb Nb * Wa Xa - Wb Xb + Wa Xa R <7>

where, P. is the plateout rate for Pb-214 atoms
N. is the number of airborne Pb-214 atoms in the chamber
V. is the number of atoms of RaB on the chamber surface
X. is the decay constant of Pb-214
R is the fraction of Po-218 atoms on chamber surfaces that

upon decay to Pb-214 become resuspended (due to recoil)
into the chamber space which is assumed to be well mixed.

The net plateout rate for Pb-214 is shown as

P'b " (PbNb - Wa Xa R ) / Nb

P'b " < V b " WaXa>/Nb
If R- 0.5 (recoil processes will be discussed later in this section) then

P'b - Pb - (0.5 Wa Xa)/Na (10)
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The plateout rate for Bi-214 can also be obtained from material balance as

Pc * (Wc Xc - Wb Xb)/Nc < U )

where, P is the plateout rate for Bi-214 atoms
Vc is is the number or atoms of RaC on the chamber surface
Xc is the decay constant of Bi-214
N is the number of airborne Bi-214 atoms in the chamberc

Recoil due to beta decay of Pb-214 to Bi-214 and Bi-214 to Po-214 has
been assumed unlikely (Jacob! (1976), McLaughlin (1972)r Raabe, (1969)).

Other equations have been developed that determine either unattached or
attached radon daughter deposition. Unattached deposition rate usually
referred to as the plateout rate vill be described in the following
subsection; however, Porstendörfer et al (1987) has developed an equation
to calculate the deposition rate of the attached radon daughtsr from
measured activity concentrations, as shown below:

qa - X J C ^ / C J * - X,C2
f/cia X/(v • J y qf+ X) - J y v (12)

where, q is fhe attached deposition rate

c»a.- c,J is the activity concentration of the attached RaB and
RaC, respectively,

X- is the radioactive decay constant for RaC

q i
X is

is the plateout rate for the unattached fraction
the average attachment rate

c« is the activity concentration of the unattached RaB
v is the deposition velocity

The deposition rate and deposition velocity are influenced by surface
area, ventilation rates, particle size and electrostatic charge.
Estimation of the deposition velocity for the unattached and attached
decay products have been obtained by experiments in non-turbulent and
turbulent atmospheres. Table 6 outlines parameters used and deposition
velocities that have been experimentally determined. As one may observe
front Table 6, the deposition velocities vary greatly between the attached
and unattached radon decay daughters. As stated in the literature,
unattached atoms have a deposition velocity that is about 500 times
greater than attached atoms (Portstendörfer, 1983), however, this value is
too large for some experimental results shown in Table 6. According to
Knutson (1988) the experimental values for the deposition velocity for
attached radon progeny is less consistent than the values for unattached,
but is not considered to significantly affect modeling.

A number of experiments have shown that the use of fans to induce
turbulence increases the deposition velocity about fivefold (Rudnick,
1986). The actual location of deposition has been less clear. For
instance, Rudnick (1986) found that: the bulk of deposition occurred on
the walls whereas others' work (notably Holub.(1979)) indicated that the
bulk of the deposition occurred on the fan blades. It has been observed
that reduction on airborne activities caused by air motion induced by a
1.3 m ceiling fan were as high as 50* for Po-218, 77* of Pb-214, SIX for
Bi-2U. and 75X for the Working Level (VL) (Rudnick, 1986). As part of
their research, material balance was calculated to identify the fate of
the radon decay products. Less than IX of the surface deposition of the
decay products took place on the fan blades or fan housing, the remainder
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Author

TABU 6

DEPOSITION VELOCITIES

Deposition
Velocity, ca/jec

Coaaents

Unattached fraction

Jacobl. 1972

PorstendSrfer, 1978

Ahactl. 1979
(in Knutson «t »1, 1983)

0-5 - 1.5 (x.1.0)
0.3 - 0.6

1 - 3

0.4

Unattached (rough)
" (aaooch)

Unattached; based
on NollertSchuaann

Unattached,
wind tunnel

Hengdev, 1982

Knutson et *1, 1983

Scott, 1983

Toohey, 1983

0.4

0.033 - 0-066 (x.0.05)

0.1 - 0.5

0.39

NcUufhlin t O'Byrne. 1984 0.03 - 0.0*76 (X- 0.04)
(in Knutson, 1988)

Isr.ali. 1985

Rudnick. 1986

Vanearcke et »1, 1987

Knutson, 1. j

Attached Fraction

Jacobl, 1972

PorstendSrfer, 1978

Harrison, 1979

0.0* - 0.17 (X.0.11)

0.23
0.23

13
1.0

0.92

0.19
0.08

0.U - .28

0.01

0.001

0.00007

0.00011

wicke, 19/9
( in Knutson et

Nartel. 1981

Knutson et s i ,

Scott, 1983

Mclaughlin 1 0'
(In Knutson,

e l ,

1983

Byrne
1988)

1983)

(1984)

0.003

0.1

0.0005 - 0.001

O.OOS

0.0025

Isr««ll, 1985

Vannarckt «t al, 1987

Knutson, 1188

0.004 - 0.28 (J.0.015)

0.0040

0.00083 - 0.005

Unattached

Unattached

Unattached,
different saooth
surfaces, assume
i>a-0.20, exp.

Dwelling,
unattached fraction

Unattached in
dwelling

Unattached,
occupied home;
exp. cond.

Unattached, no
turb.
air infil..0.23
air infil..0.52

Ceiling fan (high)
air infil..0.23
air in(il..0.S2

2 510 ma box fan
(high) air
in!1.0.52

R O O M - unattached
Cellar - unattached
(radon chamber)

Unattachco, suaaary
of experlMnti

Attached (rough)

Attached; based on
(Ciough, 19731

Painted surface
(0.234u) grav. set.
(air •otionlcss)

Alualniua foil
(0.234u) grav. set.
(air aotlonlcss)

Attached

Attached vhen
electric charges
hairy surfaces

Attached

Attached, different
surfaces, sssusn
u . 0.2) txp.
Attached Po-218
upper Halt

Attached; occupied
dwelling; exp.
conditions

Rooa - attached

Attached; summary
of experiments
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deposited on chamber surfaces. These findings are contradictory to the
results obtained by Holub (1979). Rudnick (1986) felt that this was due
to the possibility that the wall activities were not in the measureable
range in Holub's experiments.

Crump and Seinfeld (1981) developed a general formula for the rate of
aerosol deposition due to turbulent diffusion, Brownian diffusion, and
gravitiational sedimentation in a turbulently mixed, enclosed vessel of
arbitary shape. McMurry and Rader (1985) extended the theory of Crump and
Seinfeld to include electrostatic deposition. According to McMurry and
Rader (1985), the fractional wall deposition rate per unit time for
particles of known size and charge is given by

V I ( x + y ) 2 / 2 + <x+y> D 1 <x+y> • <x-y> D 1

where,

x » (JI vJ/2 ik D ; y « (K v )/2 Ik D

Dl (z) - 1/Z / t dt/e ( t - 1 )

0

Bn (Dp) is the fractional wall loss rate for a known particle
size

k is the coefficient of the eddy diffusion
R is the radius of the vessel
D is the Brownian diffusion coefficient
v is the sedimentation velocity
v is the deposition velocity

This equation can be simplified to the following equation for small
neutral particles (y«o; lim Dl(x) * 1)

x

B Q - 6 JkeD/(n R) (14)

and the following equation for small singly charged particles Dl(-Z) -
D1(Z) + Z/2

Bj . 3 ve/R - |(e C E)/(n u D p R ) | (15)

According to McMurry and Rader (1985), for small singly charged particles
wall loss rates are equal to measured net loss rates.

The deposition velocity, v is the same for positive and negative
particles. It is defined as (McMurry and Rader, 1985)

ve - |(n e C E)/(3 « u Dp)| (16)

where, n is the number and sign of the elementary charge on a
particle (n> 0 for positively charged particles and n<0
for negatively charged particles)

e is equal to 1.602 E-19 Columbs
C is the 3lip correction factor
E magnitude of the electric field
u is the absolute viscosity of air
Dp is the particle diameter



NcHurry and Rader (1985) found in their experiments that the loss rates
(deposition) of singly charged particles exceeded loss rates of neutral
particles by several orders of magnitude, depending on particles size.
Also, it vas found that loss rates of particles smaller than 0.05 um are
dominated by Brovnian diffusion and loss rates of particles larger than 1
um are dominated by gravitiational sedimentation. Electrostatic effects
dominate removal rates of particles between 0.05 and 1 urn (HcHurry and &
Rader, 1985).

Problems have been identified by some of the experimentors'
research. Depositon velocities are often indirectly determined in small
and large chamber tests and are difficult to determine. Caution is
advised when applying the small chamber studies (such as McLaughlin and
O'Byrne (1984)) to larger chambers which may have more air motion
(Knutson, 1988). Assumptions are also made (if not experimently
determined) what the attached/unattached fractions are and these
assumptions may not also be correct. For example, in the Toohey (1983)
they assumed that 10X of Po-218 was unattached but according to Knutson
(1988), the experimental description given by Toohey suggested that the
unattached fraction may have been higher - perphaps 3C - 40%; therefore
the deposition velocity would need to be modified. Knutson (1988) had
also reviewed deposition velocity studies associated with reactive gases,
notably sulfur dioxide and found that radon progeny deposit about 3 times
faster than sulfur dioxide, which does not appear be correct if one
considers the difference in molecular weights. Therefore, Knutson (1983)
felt that the physics associated with deposition in not well understood
and that the experiments are imprecise.

Another assumption often made is that uniform deposition occurs, that
is, all surfaces are equally effective in collecting radon progeny.
Nonuniform deposition can occur for two reasons (1) radon progeny is not
uniformly mixed in air and (2) the air flow is not the same on all
surfaces as has been suggested by Bigu (1985) and Scott (1983) (Knutson,
1988). Isreali (1985) has stated that deposition velocities of radon
progeny in a house may differ from those measured in an experimental
chamber because of (1) temporary or seasonal changes in the environment,
e.g., temperature, humidity, air flow, electric charge, and aerosol
composition, and (I.) differences between surface characteristics of houses
(walls, floors, carpets, curtains, beds, etc.) will also cause wide
variation of deposition velocities. Bigu (1985) conducted some
experiments relating to various surfaces, e.g., metals, cloth, fiber
glass, and emery paper, and the results indicate that deposition
velocities may vary according to material type as well as other variables
such as humidity, aerosol and dust concentrations) size distribution, and
other environmental variables that are not clearly understood (Bigu,
1985). In recent investigations, Bigu (1987), there appears to have been
no significant differences in radon progeny plateout between aluminum,
copper, and galvanized steel. However, there was significant plateout
activity differences between fiberglas filters, sandpaper, and emery
cloth; though there was no appreciative difference between sand paper and
emery cloth. There was a significant difference in thoron progeny plateout
activity on cotton cloth and emery paper. It appears that for the
materials studied, the * activity plateout on the materials investigated
can roughly be divided into three groups ~ low activity (emery cloth and
sandpaper), medium activity (fiber glas filter, Nucleopore filter, cotton
cloth, and copper), and high activity (activated carbon deposited on a
suitable material) (Bigu, 1987). As stated by Bigu (1987), the arbitrary
choice of a material as an "activity** collector may lead to substantial
errors in the deposition velocities and other variables, if the data
obtained for this particular material are to be used as representative of



the deposition velocity on a large surface made of a different material.
According to Knutson (1988), nonuniformity of deposition is not a serious
problem for modeling radon progeny concentrations as long as there is good
mixing in the air.

3.3.2 Plateout Processes.

As mentioned above, unattached atoms have a deposition velocity
significantly greater than attached atoms, in some cases about 500 times
greater (Porstendörfer, 1978). Unattached radon decay products have
higher diffusion coefficients than attached atoms and in the absence of
particles, the rate of surface plateout is found to increase (Hopke &
Stukel, 1981), whereby becoming the major removal process of airborne
unattached radon progeny. Therefore, it is assumed that only the
unattached fraction plays a significant role in the plateout process.
Various parameters such as plateout rate, deposition velocity, and
boundary layer thickness can be used to quantify plateout of radon decay
products. In addition, the effect of electrostatic charge on plateout has
been given more significance recently as descibed in the previous
subsection on deposition.

The plateout rate of the unattached radon daughters can be calculated
from the activity concentration of the unattached fraction of RaA and the
radon activity concentration, as follovs (Reineking, 1985):

(f)

where,

- v - - X (17)

A. is the RaA decay constant
c is the radon activity concentration

the free RaA activity concentration indoors
the ventilation rate

ct
fiis
b is
X is the average attachment rate

In Holub (1984) (1987), the equation for plateout in a turbulent
atmosphere is given as —

4/(n (D k 1/1] (18)

where, X is the plateout rate
lp is the length of the cylinderical chamber (2.13 m)
R is the radius of the chamber, (0.76 m)
D is the diffusion coefficient
K - 0.4 (E/(8v)0.5)
v is the kinematic viscosity of air
E is the energy dissipation rate by a fan/gram of air,

or, J~F/V) (19)X - (Rn/RaA -1)X^

where, Rn is the radon concentration
RaA is the RaA activity concentration

is the RaA decay constant
is the flow through the chamber .

V is the volume of the chamber (3.9 m )

Bigu (1985) defines plateout according to the equilibrium surface alpha
activity, S , which is defined as
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S - N /(2.22 E A T ) (20)
Ot Ot 0 C

where, N is the total a count
T a is the counting period
GC is the a counting efficiency
A is the surface area of the Sample
2.22 converts pCi to dpm

For radon daughters RaA and RaB the equation becomes

Sa(RnD) - v(RnD)l8.8 f u ( R a A )C ( R a A ) + 38.7 £ u ( R a B )C ( R a BJ (21)

where, RnD is the radon daughter activity
£ is the unattached fraction
C, is the concentration of radon daughters
v is the deposition velocity, unattached

Porstendörferret al (1987) also has developed an equation for the
plateout rate, q , of the free radon daughters, with the activity
concentration of the free Po-218 and of radon, which is shown as follows:

qf - ^ c*/cjf- v - Xj - X (22)

where, X- is the radioactive decay constant for RaA
c is the radon activity concentration

Cj is the free RaA activity concentration
v is the ventilation rate
X is the average attachment rate

The boundary layer thickness has a direct bearing on the rate of
particle loss by diffusion to wall surfaces. Aerosol particles are
carried to walls (surfaces) by convection and then diffuse through a
static boundary layer of thickness, a, before adhering to the surface. If
there is no air motion, deposition occurs only by molecular diffusion;
however, if there is air motion , such air motion produced by fans, then
deposition can be caused by both molecular and turbulent diffusion. The
boundary layer thickness increases as particle size decreases. The
boundary layer thickness based on a one-dimensional diffusion equation is
given by (Knutson, 1988) -

Z - ^"/Xj (23)

According to Schiller (1984 in Knutson, 1988), the presence of aerosol
particles alters the near surface concentration profile of unattached
radon progeny. Thus in addition to governing the fraction attached, the
aerosol also affects the deposition velocity of the unattached fraction
(Knutson, 1988).

A number of researchers have studied the effects of plateout, as shown
in Table 7. Some of the observations or conclusions reached are
summarized as follows:

(1) An increase in aerosol concentrations result in a decrease of
plateout, primarily due to the increased attachment of unattached radon
daughters to airborne particles. Conversely, at low aerosol
concentrations (1-500/cm ) plateout is the major process of removal of Po-
218 (George et al (1983), Johansson (1983)). However, at high
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TABLE 7

PLATEOUT RATES

Author Plateout
Rates

Comments

George et al (1983)

Jacob! Model (in
Knutson et al, 1983)

Holub (1984)

Reineking et al (1985)

Rudnick, (1985)

4* *

to 86%

73 - 99* *

0.166 m"}(9.96 hr"})
0.022 in (1.32 hr"f)
0.0064 nff0.38 hr":)
0.0025 m"(0.15 hr )

20 - 54 hr"1 +

RaA; 2.57 hr-1

RaB: 0.346 hr
RaC: 0.142 hr

-1
-1

Unattached, plateout at
particle Cone > E05/cm

Particle Cone < E03/cm

4 - 73* > E05 part/cm3-
86 - 99* < E03 part/cmJ

No charge
5* particles 0.02 urn
53* " 0.2 m
29* " 1.3 um
10* "

Dwellings, free radon
progeny, calculated,
aerosol concentrations?

No air treatment
infil, rate 0.23 hr-1

2.61:0.068^0.130

16.1:4.91:0.690
12.4:2.69:0.000401

No air treatment
infil, rate 0.52 hr-1

Ceiling fan (0.23 hr"})
" (0.52 hr"1)

Porstendörfer et al (1987) 20 - 100 hr

ave. 40 hr

Tu & Knutson, (1987) < 20*

< 5 *

-1
-1 Dwellings - low .

ventilation, v<0.3 hr

Dwelling; Particle
Cone. 2E04 cm
Particle Cone.
> 2E05 cm""1

Infilt. 0.3 hr
-1

• o £ - - 1) -

* ratio of surface activity (volumetric concentration) to the total
daughter activity in the chamber, expressed in working level.
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condensation nuclei levels, experimentally derived plateout rates are very
inconsistent with theoretical values (Holub, 1984).

-n(2) Porstendörfer et al (1987) states that there is a "spectacular"
increase of plateout rates of free radon daughters in rooms with cigarette
smoke and candles. They state that this could be because organic vapors
could increase the diffusion by neutralization (charge transfer) of the
positively charged daughters.

(3) Particle size distribution also affects plateout since unattached
radon daughters attach preferentially to certain sized aerosols. It
appears that the particles in the size range of 0.05 - 0.15 urn in diameter
do not affect plateout appreciably (George et al, 1983). Tu and Knutson
(1987) in their experiment found that radon progeny attach to the most
available particle size which is in the range of 0.04 and 0.13 um.

(4) Humidity also affects plateout, with high humidity, a decrease in
plateout has been observed (Hopke & Stukel, 1981). Hovever, Holub (1984)
results indicated the there was very little dependence on humidity or time
of year.

(5) Also there appears to be a temperature dependence; at higher
temperatures a decrease in plateout is observed (Hopke & Stukel, 1981).

(6) Plateout is also time dependent: the smaller sizes are plated out
first at a greater rate, with the larger sizes remaining airborne (both
attached and unattached). Since the plateout rate changes with time and
if radon daughters are attached to the aerosols, the longer lived
daughters have a lover plateout rate, X > X , > X (Holub, 1984). The

usual assumption has been that the plateout rate was equal between the
radon daughter products, X » X ,- X (Holub, 1984).

(7) Geometrical orientation to air flow appears to affect plateout.
According to Bigu, (1985) the surface activity was higher for discs
(filter paper and stainless steel) oriented perpendicularly to the air
flov than for discs oriented parallel to the air flow. Scott (1983) also
noted higher deposition on walls than on floors or tables. However, George
(1983) felt that this type of behavior did not occur.

(8) Plateout is also affected by the nature of the materials lining
the room (Cliff, 1983). According to Bigu (1985, 1987) there can be
significant differences between materials, as discussed in earlier in
Section 3.3.1. He believes that the conditions of the material surface,
environmental conditions, and air flov patterns play a significant role in
the plateout phenomena. However, the effect of the surface of the
material and its relationships are not well understood. It is possible
that the chemical nature of the material and of the radon progeny may play
a significant role in plateout phenomena (Bigu, 1987).

(9) According to Bigu (1987), the electrostatic effect on certain
materials can easily alter or mask the plateout characteristics of the
radon decay products. For example, there was significant differences in
(»-activity collected on copper discs when a positive charge, a negative
charge, or a zero potential was applied. Positively charged discs (+ 270
V) collected an average of 2 times more activity than discs at zero
potential and the negatively charged discs (- 270 V) collected an average
of 17 times more o-activity than discs at zero potential (Bigu, 1987).
These values varied substantially with environmental conditions in a
little understood fashion (Bigu, 1987).
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(10) There appears to be evidence that charged progeny have a lover
diffusion coefficient which would impede diffusional deposition (Knutson,
1988). Other research has also suggested that both thermal and
electrical effects can be significant in particle deposition (van de Vate,
1980).

Investigations of plateout of radon daughters on various surfaces
indoors have revealed inconsistencies between experimentally derived
values and model predictions (NEA, 1983). Direct measurements of plateout
activity on surfaces within a near cubical room with stainless steel walls
showed that the Jacob! model (1972) substantially over-estimated the
amount of surface plateout activity and at the same time under-estimated
airborne activity levels (Knutson 1979 in NEA, 1983). There is further
evidence that the model constants used over-estimated plateout and under-
estimate airborne activity by factors of about 3.5 and 3.3, respectively
(George et al, 1983). (See Section 5 for further discussion on models).
It is apparent that further research is necessary to understand the
underlying diffusion processes and aerosol characteristics that may effect
plateout of the unattached radon daughter products (NEA, 1983) (Knutson,
1988).

3.4 Attachment Rates

Attachment of radon decay products occur (1) on wall surfaces and other
surfaces and (2) to aerosol particles. To be able to calculate the
absorbed dose received by the bronchial epithelium cells in the lung the
interaction between airborne aerosol particles and the radon daughter must
be known since this will affect the deposition pattern of radon daughters
in the respiratory system. The deposition of unattached radon daughters
and the attachment of decay products to room aerosols are very competitive
processes. They determine to a large extent the internal radon daughter
equilibrium in houses (Vanmarcke et al, 1987).

The attachment rate is affected by the attachment coefficient,
diffusion coefficient, particle concentration, and particle size. These
relationships are represented by the following equations.

The rate at which charged and neutral clusters attach to pre-existing
(neutral) aerosols is given by (Raes et al, 1984)

X - / B(Dp) N(Dp)dDp, (24)
0

3
where, B(Op) is the attachment coefficient, cm /sec

N(Dp)dDp is the concentration of particles with a diameter
between Dp and Dp + dDp.

The attachment rate of to the aerosol particles has been shown by
Porstendörfer and Mercer (1978) to be a linear function of the particle
concentration, Z, whereby, —

X - B*Z (25)

The average attachment rate, X, can be calculated by the means of measured
attached and free indoor radon product concentrations according to the
following equation (Porstendörfer et al, 1987):
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X - cJVcJ^X^ v * qa) - c J V j ^ y v) (26)
where, c.fis the attached radon decay product concentration

c. is the unattached radon decay product concentration
X, is the radioactive decay constant
v is the ventilation rate
qa is the attached fraction deposition rate

with (X^ v) » qa and v < 1 h~\

The attachment coefficient derived by Bricard (1977) and is given by

B(D ) . ( 2 n D D )/[(8D/vD ) + 1/H] (27)

where, D is the diffusion coefficient
v is the mean thermal velocity
H - (1 + 20/D )

& is the approximate mean free path of the unattached
daughter

The attachment coefficient, B, depends on particle size (Crump and
Seinfeld, 1981). The equation for the attachment coefficient B, applies to
aerosol particles with diameters between 0.009 and 6 um (Porstendörfer,
1979).

In Table 8 are a few experimental results for the attachment rate, and
other associated parameters for atmospheric aerosols that have been
reported in the literature. As pointed out by Knutson (1988), the
attachment rate constant varies widely from 5 to 500 hr~ . However,
according to the data in Table 8, the range of values are between 2.5 to
996 hr~ , which are dependent on environmental conditions.

Among researchers certain facts concerning radon (and thoron) decay
product attachment to particles have emerged. Some of the more recent
observations from a variety of researchers include:

(1) There was a difference between the B values of the atmospheric nuclei
indoors as compared to the out-of-door values. The reason given for this
discrepancy is that in the room large diffusion losses and coagulation
processes cause a number of smaller nuclei to be low relative to the out-
of-doors. Therefore, the B (indoors) is dependent on the different air
exchange rates with the out-of-doors (Porstendörfer, 1978).

(2) There was an increase of the attachment rate and attachment
coefficient, up to a factor of 4, with an increase of humidity. The
attachment rate can change by as much as 100% with relative humidity equal
to 30 - 80X for positive ions (neutral atoms there is no humidity effect
on the diffusion coefficient) (Porstendörfer, 1978).

(3) Raes (1984) also showed that attachment rates are impacted by house
locations and indoor human actvities, which vas also suggested by
Porstendörfer (1979, 1987).

(4) In poorly ventilated rooms the average attachment coefficient (7.4
E-03 cm /h) was significantly higher than the value (2.4 E-03 cm /h) in
rooms with moderate ventilation (0.3<v<l h~ ); the aged aerosol in the
poorly ventilated rooms had a iower particle concentration and also a
greater particle diameter (3-117 nm) than did the aerosols in a moderately
ventilated room (3-65 nm) (Porstendörfer et al, 1987).
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TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF ATTACHMENT RATES
AND ASSOCIATED PARAHETERS

Authors

Mohnen, 1966

Porstendörfer, 1969

Kawano et al, 1970

Porstendörfer &
Kercer, 1978

Attachment
Rate (h'1)

154

90

100 - 260

58

Comments

Room aerosol -
B - 1.1E-6 cnT/sec
T - 15 - 30 sec. The
RH-220 progeny particle
cone. - 2-5E4 part/cm3

Outdoor aerosol .
Aerosol Cone. 5E04/cm
T a - 29 sec

Outdoor aerosol
Ta . 26 sec

B - 1.25E-6 to 1E-7 ca?s
T. - 14 - 77 sec

Bruno, 1983

Raes, 19S5

Reineking et al, 1985

40 - 50

10-60
10-40

2.5-150
2.5-25

36

rft - 30 - 50X, S-l
D - 0.068 cm2/sec
20 - 100X increase
in particles size 2.1x

Predicted vith model
e - 0.5, VR . 0.5 -
1.25 hr-1, por - 4.5 -
12 hr-1

Diurnal Pattern observed
Day — Dwelling 1
Night — Dwelling 1
Day — Dvelling 2
Night — Dwelling 2

Dwellings
No aerosol sources «-
Z - 4.9 E03 part/cn
v< 0.3 hr ,
B . 7.5 E-3 cmJ/h

200-996

Porstendörfer et al, 1987 20-40

Aerosol - cigarette,
Z-130 - 500 E03 /cmJ

B - 0.4-4.8E-3 cnT/h

Dwelling/Calculated
No aerosol sources
Low vent. v< l,h
B - 7.4 B-3~cnr7h
d - 117 r.i

Tu & Knutson, (1987)

> 100

35 - 513

Aerosol source — ,
Z - 1-5BO4 Dart/cmJ

Hod. Vent; 0.3<v<l h
B - 2.4 E-3 cn-'/h
d • 6 5 nm
Dependant on aerosol
cone.; Dwellings

-1
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(2) The attachment rate is t!ie dominating factor for the unattached
fraction, that is, a high unattached fraction results in a low attachment
rate (Vanmarcke et al. 1987)*,

3
(3) At lov condensation nuclei levels (< 70 cm ) there are no attached

radon daughters because the attachment rate is negiligable compared to the
Po-218 half-life (Holub, 1984)(Holub & Knutson, 1987).

(4) The type of aerosol (chemical composition), and aerosol size appears
to affect the attachment rat-, as shown by Porstendörfer (1987), Keineking
(1984) and Isreali (1985).

(5) Raes et al (1985) suggests that most of the radon progeny activity
is found to attach to particles in the size range of 0.1 to 0.2 um.
However, Tu and Knutson (1987) found that radon progeny attach to the most
available particle size which is according to them in the size range of
0.04 and 0.13 urn.

(6) The effect of the variability in the diffusion coefficient on the
attachment rates also has been shown (Raes, 1985). The equilibrium
factors for the potential alpha energy from attached and unattached radon
daughters are only weak functions of the attachment rate (Raes, 1985).

(7) According to Raes (1985), the attachment rate significantly impacts
the calculation of absorbed doses. It appears from their experiments that
the unattached fraction was much higher than assumed, e.g., NEA report.
This conclusion was also shared by Porstendörfer et al (1987).

Initially contradictory experimental results were reported on the size
dependence of the attachment rate coefficient of radon daughters to well-
defined aerosols (Ho and Hopke, 1982 in Johansson, 1982). Some authors
found the attachment rate to be proportional to the particle radius r,
others to r or r /(1+hr), where h is a constant depending on the
diffusion coeffic ent and kinetic velocity of the daughter (Johansson,
1982). Table 9 summarizes the relationships found by various
experimentors. According to Knutson (1988) this problem has been resolved
— for particles with diameters less than about 0.1 um, B(x) increases in
proportion to the square of the diameter and for particles larger than
about 0.5 um, the increase is proportional to the diameter to the first
power. However, Bandi et al (1987) developed a hybrid theory
incorporating both the diffusion (large particles) and gas kinetic theory
(small particles) that they felt resolved some of the discrepancies
exhibited in the literature. The diffusion theory predicts an attachment
coefficient proportional to the diameter of the aerosol particle; whereas,
the kinetic theory predicts an attachment coefficient proportional to the
aerosol surface area. When the diameter of the aerosol particle, d, is of
the order of the mean free path, 1, of gas molecules, neither the
diffusion theory or the kinetic theory is correct. However, the hybrid
theory derived from Puch's theory reduces to the gas kinetic theory for
small particles and to the diffusion theory for the large particles.
According to Bandi et al (1987) low aerosol concentrations, as might be
seen in indoor air as compared to mines, use of either the kinetic or
diffusion theories, solely may lead *o large errors when predicting the
unattached fraction (Bandi et al, 1987).

3.5 Activity and Particle Size Distributions»

A number of terms are used in the literature to describe particles and
and the size distribution of radon progeny. To facilitate understanding
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Authors

TABLE 9

ATTACHMENT RATE PROPORTIONALITIES

AR Proportion Comments

Lassen and Rau, 1960

Porstendörfer, 1968

Raabe, 1968

Kruger and Andrev, 1976

Kruger and Nöthling, 1979

R /(1+hR)

RV(l+hR)

Rn-220, DOP and mono-
disperse DOV latex
particles

Diffusion tube, Rn-220
Dow latex particle,
0.1 - 2 um

Polydispersed poly-
styrene particles
1E04 part/cm3
Rn-222 2E-8 Ci/1

Nonodispersed
polystyrene Rn-220

Nonodispersed poly-
styrene Rn-220
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of the literature a fev definitions are necessary. It is also important
to be avare that different terms may be used to describe similar
properties. Aerosols are often not spherical, e.g., dust particles and
particles formed by open flames, therefore defining what is the diameter
becomes of interesc. The diameter of particles are described by the
aerodynamic diameter (AMAD) which is the diameter of a unit density sphere
having the same settling velocity as the particle in question, vhatever
the shape and density (Olishifshi, 1983). Aerosol (including radon
progeny) size distributions are defined by a log-normal distribution and
are primarily described by the number frequency distribution (number
weighted size concentration) and the activity size distribution (activity
weighted size distribution). The number frequency distribution is the
number of particles within a particle size range of interest or total
sample (particles/cm ). This parameter is used in the calculation of the
attachment rate. The activity size distribution consists of those
particles which are radioactive and can be further defined into
unattached or attached radon progeny size distribution or specific
radionuclides. Activity size distribution is important since the size
distribution between radionuclides may be different due to coagulation and
radioactive decay and the particle size spectrum with attached particles
are different from the size distribution of other aerosols (Knutson,
1988). Since these size distributions are defined by a log-normal
distribution, they are characterized by the geometric mean and median
(activity median diameter, AMD) and the geometric standard deviation, a .

Activity size distribution is a very important parameter used to
characterize radon progeny particle distribution within dwellings and
particle size is an important parameter for determining lung deposition
location. As we have described earlier, there are basically two particle
modes that the radon progeny particle resides in — ultrafine and the
accumulation mode as shown in Figure 8; these modes are considered to
consist of the unattached and attached fraction, respectively. Reine1-ing
and Porstendörfer (1986) conducted a study in dwellings with higher than
average radon concentration levels to determine the activity size
distribution of radon progeny. The study evaluated two different
conditions - (1) closed rooms without additional aerosol sources and (2)
closed rooms with additional aerosol sources. The results from these
experiments are as follows:

(1) In a closed room without additional aerosol sources the activity
size distribution of Po-218 (which is considered the unattached fraction -
1 nm; a• 1.6 - 2.1) was approximated by a bimodal distribution, whereas,
the distribution of Pb-214/Po-214 was unimodal (this is considered the
attached fraction; 100 - 300 nm, a = 1.5 - 2.7).

(2) In a closed room with additional aerosol sources,which where
generated from an electrical motor, trimodal and bimodal size
distributions for Po-218 and Pb-2U/Po-2U were obtained, respectively.
The additional mode with median diameters in the size range of 20 - 80 nm
was formed by attachment of Po-218 onto smaller particles which are
present in high particle concentrations.

Vanmarcke et al (1987) conducted simultaneous measurements of the radon
daughter concentrations, ventilation rate, and the size distribution of
the inactive aerosol in two bedrooms, a living room, and a cellar. The
activity median diameter (AMD), determined for the various aerosol
sources is given belov:



FIGURE 8

SCHEMATIC OF ACTIVITY SIZE
DISTRIBUTION

ULTRAFINE MODE
(Po-218 Clusters)

ACCUMULATION MODE
(RaC and Po-218 attached aerosols)

Knutson, 1983
1988

Bigu, 1985

Reineking, 1985

Knutson, 1985

Reineking &

5 - 15 X of total act.
5 - 15*

0.5 - 3 nm
( 1 - 3 nra)

1 - 2 nm
(lov & moderate

CN concentrations)

1 - 3 nm
Porstendörfer, 1986 (no aerosol sources)

85 - 95* of total act.
80 - 95*

0.01 - 1 urn
(10 - 1000 nm)

0.1 - 1.0 um
(100 - 1000 nm)

80 - 110 nm

100 - 300 nm
(no aerosol sources)

20 - 80 nm
(electric motor)

Hopke, 1987 0.7 - 2 nm

Holub & Knutson, 1987 0.52 - 0.75 nm (CN < 70/ c«f)
Kulju et al, 1987 1.5 nm (CN 4E05/cnT)

(S02- 10-20 ppm)Chu et al, 1987

Tu & Knutson, 1987

Knutson, 1988 0.007 - 0.01 urn

0.04 - 0.1 urn
(40 - 100 nm)

0.1 - 0.15 urn
(100 - 150 nm)
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Aerosol Sources Activity Median Diameter
AND, um

Joss Stick 0.2
Open Window 0.15
tree Atmosphere 0.14
Foggy Day 0.17
Cigarettes 0.145

0.15
Burning paper 0.175 - 0.2
Burning Small Amount
of Paper 0.14

Badly Functioning Carbon
filter 0.21

Cooking 0.135
0.12

* Estimates from graphic presentation.

The particle size distribution and consequently attachment and
deposition are greatly affected by indoor activities that may generate
aerosols. Such indoor activities include cooking, heating, smoking,
cleaning and by environmental conditions such as humidity. A number of
experiments have attempted to characterize the indoor particle size
distribution with respect to various activities. As mentioned by Knutson
(1988) measurement results for dwellings in Belgium, Sweden, and the
Netherlands have contributed greatly to the knowledge of the
concentrations and size of typical indoor aerosols. Conclusions drawn
from these studies are as follows (Stoute et al, 1984 in Knutson, 1988):

(1) There were no great significant differences between spectra of
several houses measured under the same conditions, e.g., walking, cooking,
and smoking.

(2) The mean particle concentrations in dwellings without activities
vas about 2E04 particles/cm .

(3) Cooking or smoking lead to number concentrations which are one or
two orders of magnitiude higher than normal. Smoking gives relatively
large particles, while cooking, walking, and vacuum cleaning give much
smaller particles.

(4) The aerosol spectra changes slowly in time, when a specific action
has ceased; small particles will coagulate and large particles will
deposit. After approximately 3 to 4 hours, the size distribution
stabilizes.

These conclusions should be viewed with caution due to the small sample
size, as pointed out by Knutson (1988) a broader range of concentrations
would occui with a greater number of houses included in the studies. This
opinion was supported by the Swedish study where more variation was found
between dwellings. In the Belgian study, aerosol concentrations outdoors
vas usually higher than indoors but the highest indoor concentration were
due to indoor activity (Knutson, 1988).

Nore recently, additional experiments have been conducted to show
particle size distribution and concentrations in dwellings. The research
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by Tu and Knutson (1987) yielded some of the following observations:

o Higher aerosol concentrations provide faster attachment processes
vhich result in a higher attachment rate constant. Depending on the
concentration the calculated attachment rate constant ranged from 34 to
513 hr~ . Their results indicate that radon progeny attach to the most
available particle size vhich is in the range of 0.04 to 0.13 urn.

o Particles that originate indoors are trapped indoors and the
concentrations vill buildup. The influence of outdoor air on indoor air
is very lov.

o Dependent on indoor activities aerosol concentrations range from 3E03
to E07 particles/cm . For example, a kerosene heater and stove provide
higher number concentrations of ultrafine particles (mean diameter 0.014
lim) but small mass concentrations. On the other hand, cigarette smoking
and frying foods produce larger particles - higher mass concentrations but
lover number concentrations (mean diameter 0.1 urn and 0.054 urn,
respectively). When frying foods the smaller particles generated from the
gas stove disappear due to scavenging coagulation effects-

Porsterdörfer et al (1987) conducted additional experiments on 8
dwellings that evaluated a number of parameters vhich included particle
size distributions under different conditions, such as different t<m«s of
day, aerosol sources, and ventilation rates. Some of the results obtained
are highlighted below:

o In closed rooms vithout aerosol sources (v< 0.3 hr~ , aerosol
concentrations 2 E03 to E04 cm" ); the room air vas aged by coagulation
and plateout and has less condensation nuclei of smaller sizes (d < 100
nm).

o In rooms vith moderate ventilation (0.3<v<l hr ) higher aerosol
concentrations ( 1 - 5 E04 cm" ) were exhibited. With aerosol sources,
particle concentrations vould increase to 5 E05 cm .

o In lowly ventilated rooms vith aerosol sources, the following
aerosol concentrations and average particle size were determined:

far tide Diameter
d, nm

Candlelight

Electrical Motor

Tiled Stove

During Smoking
Cigarettes

After Smoking
Cigarettes

28

48

118

90
62

220
163

Particle Concentration
Z, cm"3 * E 03

260

20

30

240
280

200
44

As mentioned earlier, some of the problems associated vith these
findings are that often these studies are of a small sample size and a
broader range of concentrations vould occur vith a greater number of
dvellings included in the studies (Knutson, 1988). Therefore, these
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conclusions on both activity and particle size distributions should be
viewed vith caution. As usual, one should be awar*. of the instrumentation
used, limitations of the instrumentation, statistics, and the conditions
by which the results are given. Also, the terminology may vary between
researchers. For example, Knutson (1988) refers to the activity weighted
size distribution while other researchers refer to the activity size
distribution to describe the same distribution.

3.6 Resuspension — Recoil Process.

Resuspension implies that a material that was once deposited upon a
surface again enters the air and thus can be inhaled or redeposited onto
surfaces. In the outside environment the resuspension process may be
carried on by various mechnaisms such as rainfall, wind, and human and
animal activity. Factors that affect resusupension in the atmosphere are
(1) the nature of the surface, (2) the age and chemcial properties of the
deposited material, (3) the magnitude and duration of the wind, rain, and
other physical disturbances (NCRP 76, 1984). In the indoor environment,
the primary mechnisms of resusupension are human and animal activity,
ventilation, and the process associated vith the recoil of Pb-214 (RaB)
fiom surfaces, such as walls and furniture, as well as recoil off of
particles.

In the indoor radon progeny literature, recoil is considered to be the
primary resuspension process since the unattached fraction is considered
to present the greatest hazard and the recoil of Pb-214 from particles is
considered to have the greatest probability of occurrance. The recoil
factor (or fraction), r, defines the probability of whether or not an
attached radioactive atom desorbs from its host in the consequences of
alpha decay, this can refer to either particles or surfaces. There are 3
possible sources for unattached Pb-214 (RaB) — decay of unattached Po-
218, decay of attached Po-218 accompanied by recoil, and decay of surface-
deposited Po-218 accompanied by recoil (Knutson, 1988). The recoil of Pb-
214 from surface deposited Po-218 is considered to have a very low
probability and most researchers (modelers) ignore this source (Knutson,
1988). Recoil of Bi-214 (RaC) is not usually considered because the
boundary layer thickness is greater than the stopping distance of the
recoiling Bi-214 atom and, therefore, would be redeposited onto the
surface (Rudnick and Haher, 1986). The Pb-214 (RaB) recoil probability
values determined by various researchers are shown in Table 10.

Raabe (1969) identified the possibility that the recoil ion or RaB
could either penetrate into the particle or jump completely off the
particle depending upon its recoil direction, because the recoil energy is
about 100 keV, the recoiling ion will have a range of 5C microns, y, in
air. If the RaA is on the surface of the particle and the particle is
large (> 0.10 u) then half of the recoils would be outward, therefore r •
0.5. If the particle is small (<0.02 urn) the recoiling etom might
penetrate the particle and become detached regardless of recoil direction;
it may also carry along other molecules or particle fragments. As stated
by Raabe (1969), the alpha sources are known to remove small groups of
atoms during surface recoil (Barnes, 1962 in Raabe, 1969). If the particle
is large (> 0.10 u) but not a solid, the RaA may diffuse into the particle
before it decays and the recoil fraction may be much less than 0.5; it
also may carry alonp oartide fragments if it becomes detached (Raabe,
1969).

Mercer and Stowe (1971) experimentally found the average escape
fraction, 8, for RaB recoiling from particles to be equal to 0.81 + 0.07
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Author

Altshulsr, 1964

Raabe, 1969

Mercer and Stove, 1971

McLaughlin, 1972

Kolerskii et al, 1973
(Mercer, 1976)

Mercer, 1976

Shimo et al, 1985

Porstendorfer et al, 1987

TABLE 10

RECOIL FACTOR

Recoil Factor, r

r - 0.6

r - 0.5; part > 0.10 y
r > 0.5; part > 0.02 u
r > 0.5; part > 0.10 y

which are not
a solid

r » 0.81 + 0.07

r = 0.5
r - 1.0; attached RaB

fragment

r - 0.4

r = 0.83

h . 0.82 Case I
h « 0.62 Case II, III

k - 0.25 Case I, II

r = 0.50 + 0.15

Mode of
Determination

Discussion

Discussion

Experimental

Discussion and
experimental

Experimental
no particle size
data

Calculated

Model, Disc,
h is recoil from
particle
k is recoil from
tunnel surface

Calculated
Desorption prob-
ability from
particle surface
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(the average activity median diameter 0.2 urn, a = 3) (Mercer, 1976). The
theoretical value of 8 for a lognormal distribution is determined by the
following equation:

9 - 0.5 (1 + R/D) (28)

where, R is the recoil range (0.14 urn) in a spherical particle of
diameter, D (0.2 um) within which the recoiling atom would lose all of its
initial energy.. The value for u is 0.83, which is in good agreement with
their experimental value (Mercer, 1976). The other experimentally
determined 5 value was determined by Kolerskii (1973 in Mercer, 1976) to
be 0.4, but no particle size data was given. Mercer (1°76) also mentions
that all the RaC atoms formed at a particle surface will have insufficient
energy to overcome surface forces; therefore, the 5 value for RaC is
considered to be negligible.

According to work conducted by McLaughlin (1972), he felt that it was
reasonable to expect some degree of recoil detachment of RaB from nuclei
in the size range of 1 - 8E-06 cm. McLaughlin also stated that if the RaA
atoms decay on the surface of nuclei at least half of the recoiling RaB
atoms may become detached. According to McLaughlin (1972), an atom of RaB
recoiling from within a nucleus can carry a nucleus fragment with it.
McLaughlin uses r - 1 to identify the fragment attached RaB but also cites
the Raabe value r = 0.5, or the Altshuler (1964) value of r - 0.6.

Porstendörfer in his review paper on the behavior of radon daughter
products in indoor air cites the calculated recoil factor of r » 0.83 for
Pb-214 as determined by Mercer (1976, HP) and the experimentally derived
value of r - 0.81 which was determined by Mercer and,Stove (1971)..In
Porstendörter et al (1987), the measured values of c, , c»8, and c, , can
be used to calculate the recoil factor, r, according'" to t He following
equation:

1 - (v + (cjf/c*a)* X/(v qf+ X)]
(29)

- X/(v f XJ
ia iawhere, c. , c2 are the concentration radon daughters attached to

aerosols
V is the ventilation rate
X, is the radioactive decay constant

is the average attachment rate

if

q~, q is the attached and unattached deposition velocity,

c. is the concentration of the free radon daughter

The calculated recoil factor derived from this equation had an average
value of 0.50 + 0.15 which includes room conditions with aerosol sources.
Taking into account an error of determination of about 30X this value is
still much lower than the values determined by Mercer (Porstendörfer,
1987).

Rudnick and Maher (1986) approaches recoil by determining the mean
boundary layer thickness which the zone near the surface where the
concentration gradient approaches zero. The likelihood of recoil-caused
resuspension of a Pb-214 atom into a veil mixed airspace is estimated by
comparing the boundary layer thickness and the stopping distance of the
recoiling Pb-214 atom. Vhen the boundary layer thickness is much larger
than the stopping distance recoil can be neglected and if the opposite is



true, resuspension must be taken into account. The stopping distance in
air of a recoiling Pb-214 atom has been reported to be about 0.1 mm
(Jacobi, 1976 in Rutinick and Maher, 1986). This is about equal to the
mean boundary layer thickness calculated for the tests they conducted when
fans were used and one-fourth the mean boundary layer thickness when no
fans were in operation (Rudnick and Maher, 1986). Therefore, according to
their work it appears that recoil from surfaces ought to be at least
considered under turbulant air motion conditions.

Knutson (1988) only considers recoil from attached Po-218 decay and uses
a recoil factor of 0.83 in his model. Shimo et al (1985) in the
application of their model, considers both attached Po-218 and surface
recoil in two of the four cases studied. Shimo et al (1985) assumed a
value of recoil of a decay from tunnel vail surfaces to be equal to 0.25
because they felt that it vas probable that 50X of the a recoil atoms are
emitted from the surfact of the tunnel and about half of these atoms
become redeposited on the tunnel vail.

Porstenddrfer also stated that the recoil factor has a negligible
effect on the equilibrium F factor and only a slight influence on the
unattached fraction, f (Porstendörfer, 1983). Other authors, such as
Rudnick (1985) feel that recoil is; an important consideration, especially
vhen considering the airborne concentration of unattached radon daughter
products and the unattached fraction, fp. According to Rudnick & Maher
(1986), vhen the boundary layer (in reference to resuspension from surface
deposition) is smaller than the stopping distance, recoil should be
considered, whereas, if the opposite is true, recoil can be neglected.



4 MEASUREMENT METHODS

4.1 Introduction

There are a number of radon progeny measurement methods. The methods
that vill be discussed in this report can be categorized as (1) methods
associated with the determination of potential alpha energy concentrations
(PAEC) and, (2) methods associated with measurement of the unattached radon
progeny fraction, plateout, and attachment to aerosols which include
particle size distribution and particle concentrations. The purpose of this
section is to briefly outline these methods and to give information
pertaining to accuracy and precision associated with these measurments and
other technical information concerning some of the deficiencies associated
with these measurement methods.

4.2 Potential Alpha Energy Concentration Methods (PAEC).

Most techniques used for measuring airborne concentrations of Rn-222
progeny (Po-218, Pb-214, and Bi-214) requires drawing a known volume of air
through a filter and counting the total alpha activities for specified time
interval(s) during and/or after sampling. The activities counted may be
attributable to individual daughters or may be gross activities. Alpha
spectroscopy is used to identify individual daughters and scintillator
detectors are used often for gross alpha counting. Tha potential alpha
energy concentration (PAEC) is the aggregrated measure of the concentration
of the short-lived progeny of radon; this is defined in the following
equation (Knutson, 1988) —

PAEC - 3690 A* + 17830 A* + 13120 A* (30)

where, PAEC is the potential alpha energy concentration (MeV/m )
Aj, A2, A. are the activities of RaA, RaB, and RaC,

3
respectively (Bq/m )

The superscript x, allows for the contributions from unattached and attached
fraction. If one is interested in total PAEC, the superscript is omitted
(Knutson, 1988). The to 1 PAEC is also defined by the Working Level (WL)

(1.3 E08 MeV/m3) (Knutson, 1988). The PAEC for the unattached fraction, f ,

(as described in Section 3) is given by the following equation (Knutson,
1988) (Reineking, 1985)

PAEC, unattached fraction, f PAECU/(PAECU + PAECa) (31)

Also, the unattached fraction of each radon decay product can be defined
separately as

/(A (32)
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It is important to note (as mentioned earlier in Section 3) the differences
betveen the total unattached fraction and the unattached fraction of a
particular radon daughter. Often in the literature these differences may
not be veil defined (Knutson, 1988). In addition, the relationship betveen
radon gas and the PAEC is often required, as defined in Section 2. In
review, the equilibrium factor, F, or equilibrium ratio, e , under steady

state conditions is given by the following equation (Knutson, 1988)

e - PAEC/(34640 A Q) - (0.1065 AJ+ 0.515 A2 •» 0.379 A3)/AQ (33)

There are two basic PAEC count methods — the non-exact and exact
methods. The non-exact methods are the one and two count methods which are
used to estimate the level of exposure to alpha energy in a given
environment (NEA, 1985). These methods are used to give prompt determination
of the PAEC or working level (UL) which are required for protection
purposes. Alpha spectroscopy can also be used with both the one and two
count methods; when alpha spectroscopy is used with the tvo count method it
is considered to be an exact method. Alpha spectroscopy used with the two-
count intervals has been widely investigated (NEA, 1985)(Nazaroff, 1981).
Alpha spectroscopy has also been applied for the one count method; it can
give precise measurements rapidly but it is expensive and bulky for field
use (NEA, 1985). Other exxt methods include the three, four, and even five
count methods; though the four and five count methods pertain to both radon
and thoron progeny concentrations. Tsivoglou et al (1953) first proposed
the techniques of taking three count measurements with a ratemeter to
determine alpha activity 5, 15, and 30 minutes after sampling (Nazaroff,
1984). Later integrating devices, e.g., counters, replaced the ratemeters
because of the better precision for measuring radon progeny activity on
filters (Nazaroff, 1984). After this point researchers began to try to
optimize the sampling and counting intervals (total measurement time) to
maximize measurement precision over various measurement times, as shown in
Table 11. Initially most of the work was conducted for measurements in
uranium mines, where total measurement times of 35 minutes were deemed
appropriate, e.g., high concentrations. However, the precision of these
three count methods with sequential sampling and counting intervals are not
adequate for measuring low concentrations of radon-decay products indoors
vhen the total measurement time is limited to 35 minutes. Measurement
precision can be increased by (Nazaroff, 1984):

(1) Increasing the sampling flow rate
(2) Using many counting intervals and regression analysis

(Raabe and Wren, 1969 in Nazaroff, 1984)
(3) Extending total measurement time
(4) Count 1 minute after sampling instead of two minutes

(improves the measurement precision for Po-218)
(5) Overlap sampling and counting intervals

Increasing the sampling flow rate will increase measurement precision;
however according to Holub (1979 in Nazaroff, 1984), hign rates of air
movement may perturb the environment tested. The use of many counting
intervals and regression analysis with total alpha detection will improve
measurement precision; however, it is not used as much as others possibly
because of the complexity of data analysis (Nazaroff, 1984).

In Nazaroff (1984), the total measurement times were increased from 35
minutes to 60 minutes and a one minute delay betveen the end of sampling and
beginning of the first counting interval lead to an improvement in



TABU 11

PAEC TOTAL « MEASUREMENT METHODS —

Measurement Method

On* Count

* Rolle

* Kunetz/Breslin (1969)

* Borak. et al (1982)

Two Count
* James - Strong

* Shreve

Three Count

* Tsivoglou (1953)

* Thomas (1972)

* Cliff (1978)

Total
Measur. Time

(•in)

47;97

7-15

6-15

35

60

Intervals
(•in)

ST: 10
DT: 4.4
a : 5

ST: 5
DT: 40
CTi 2

DT: 3

ST»CT 2, 6

ST-CT - 5
DT- 1

ST-2
DT-0.5
CT-1

ST: 5
CT: 5, 15, 30

ST: 5
CT: 2-5, 6-20,

ST: 15

Consents

Uncertainty
at 0.3 V U
is 13X,(NEA,1985)

Also, ST-5, DT-90
CT-2; Uncertainity
H Z and 15X,
reap.(NBA, 1985)

wt- 17X

ct- IX

Uncertainity
at 0.3 V U is
16X, 13X NEA,1985

Original, Alpha
Ratio, Optimized
Uncertainty:
16,8,7 X, resp.
NEA, (1985)
Simultaneous
alpha and beta

Sequential
Ratemeter

Sequential
21-30 Counters

Overlap

* Busigin & Phillips (1980) 35

* Nazaroff (1984) 60

45

60

CT: 0-15, 16-36, 37-57

ST: 5 Sequential
CT: 7-17, 12-20, 30-35

ST: 5 Sequential
CT: 6-9, 12-29, 40-60

ST: 12 Overlap

CTr 0-9, 13-27, 34-45

ST: 16 Overlap
CT: 0-11, 17-34, 43-60



measurement sensitivity by factors of 3, 7, and 4 for Po-218, Pb-214, and
Bi-214, respectively relative to using a 35 minute total measurement time
and a two minute delay. Overlapping the sampling and counting interval with
a 60 minute total measurement time, the measurement sensitivity vas improved
by factors of 5.5, 2, and 2.5 for Po-218, Pb-214, and Bi-214 respectively,
relative to using sequential intervals and a 60 minute total measurement
time (Nazaroff, 1984). The basis for optimizing the count interval timing
is the minimum measureable concentrations (MMC)(vhich is computed using
standard propagation error formulas). The HHC is defined by Nazaroff (1984)
to be the concentration at which the relative standard deviation (RSD) in
the measurement due to counting statistics is 202, assuming the product of
detector efficiency and sampling flov rate to 1.0 1/min. The timing
intervals reported above were computed with an activity ratio vector of (1,
0.5, 0.4) (Rn-222sPo-218, Pb-214:Po-218, Bi-214:Po-218) which is
representative of ratios found inside houses with relatively low air
exchange rates (i.e., < 0.5 air exchanges/hr) (Nazaroff, 1984). The optimal
timing is quite insensitive to the activity ratio vector, only at extreme
disquilibrium does the optimal timing change significantly (Nazaroff, 1984).
A high degree of disequilibrium improves the measurement precision for Po-
218 and reduces it for Bi-214, conversely if complete equilibrium, there is
poor precision for Po-218 and improved precision for Bi-214. The
measurement precision is seen to only be slightly affected by the activity
ratio (Narzaroff, 1984).

According to Busigir. et al, (1980), the rate of collection of radon
progeny on a filter substantially increases measurement uncertainity for Po-
218 (pump speed and concentration variation (3%) RSD). They felt that this
contribution of uncertainity should be included in optimization. However,
Nazaroff felt that this uncertainity only slightly impacted measurement
precision and therefore did not need to be included for optimization.
Another source of error associated with the 3 count method is that some of
the unattached activity is lost in the complex sampling head geometry.
Vanmarcke et al (1987) has developed a method for directly measuring this
loss. There are also indirect methods for estimating these losses by
comparison with intercomparison studies.

As mentioned earlier in this subsection, alpha spectroscopy can be used
to estimate PAEC and to do so yields precision improvement over the total a
techniques. When a spectroscopy is used, only two (though one is also used)
count intervals are necessary to determine the decay product concentrations.
There are a number of methods for determining radon daughter concentrations,
such as the rapid spectroscopic technique (Nazaroff, 1981), and modified a
spectroscopy technique (Tremblay et al, 1979) and the integrated a
spectroscopy method (Jonasson & Hages, 1974) vhich utilize two count
intervals while another group uses a combination of a-spectroscopy with
gross beta activity (Groer et al, 1973 and Keefe et al 1978). Table 12
identifies some of the various a spectroscopy methods that have been
developed. Alpha spectroscopy offers the advantage of (1) elimination of an
inherent procedural error and (2) reduction in statistical error (Revzan &
Nazaroff, 1983). The a spectroscopic technique is more accurate than the
total a methods, especially if the measurement period is limited. In
addition, the knowledge of the concentration of Po-218 is an added advantage
when there is interest in prevailing equilibrium conditions (Revzan &
Nazaroff, 1983). The spectroscopic method is recommended whenever short
measurement times and hiph sensitivity are needed (Revzan & Nazaroff, 1983).
According to Reineking and Porstendörfer (1986), the independent
determination of the activity size distribution of Po-218 and Pb-214/Po-214
is an important advantage of a-spectroscopy compared to total a



TABLE 12

PAEC ALPHA SPECTROSCOPY METHODS

Author Measurement
Intervals

Comments

Hartz tt al, 1969

Jonassen and Hages 1974

Kerr, 1975

Tremblay et al, 1979

Nazaroff, 1981
Revzan & Nazaroff, 1983

2 time intervals
t,- RaA+RaC- 5 min

DT

ST
DT

R a C - 30

• short

lin

10 min
2 min

t-t2- 2 - 5-3 min

,-t,- 20 - 26.7 min

ST - 5-15 min
DT - 2 min

C T R a A . 2-12 min

2-12 min

15-30 min

CT,

CT
RaCf

RaC"

ST • CT - 30-40 min
ST - 15 or 20 min
Count Intervals (min)

0-15 0-20
0-15 0-20
20-35 25-40

ST«CT » 5 min
DT - 1 min

Alpha Spectroscopy • Gross g/v

Groer et al, 1973 CT- CTb+ CTj» y£ min

Keefe «t al, 1978 CT. - 0 + y • 2 minbg

2 min

RaA and RaCact at 2 post-
sampling times i Errors: a

counting statistics, flow-

rate & counting yield

Integrated Spectroscopic
Integ. btv. time intervals
small standard dev. which

is determined by the time

of the end of the 2nd
counting period; more imp.
tha the length of period.
Resoxn: 120 keV FVHM;
Errors: loss of activity
by vail deposition
filter retention effic.
of unattached is uncertain

Sampling and Counting
Simultaneously

Modified a Spect. Tech.
Slmult sampling & counting
At lov VL conconcentration
optimization of
counting procedure —
counting during sampling
best for young air.

Rapid Spectroscopic Method
2 counting periods
Procedural errcr < 20X
Statistical error <20X
Effic.*flovrate - 11/min

Instant VL Meter

3 channel: lov energy

alpha (RaA); upper
energy alpha (RaC')f
Beta sensitive (RaB and

RaC) no assump-
about Rn daughter equil.i
Can not be used in combine
thoron and radon environ,
will distort estimate*



measurements. Because of this, the unattached fraction of Po-218 in the
diameter range smaller than 5 nm can be determined vith higher accuracy
(Reineking & Porstendörfer, 1986). However, some of the errors associated
vith a spectroscopy include: Alpha counting statistics, flovrate, and
counting yield errors (Martz et al, 1969). The counting yield errors
contain geometrical contributions due to the sample filter and detector
arrangement, as veil as statistical eucrs involved in instrument readying
and calibration (Nartz et al, 1969).

4.3 Measurement Methods for Radon Decay Product Parameters.

A number of measurement methods have been used to study the various
parameters (as discussed in Section 3) that vould be necessary to understand
the fate and mechanisms of radon daughter products in uranium mines, houses,
and experimental chambers. Some of the primary work that is being conducted
involves —

* Identifying and quantifying the unattached fraction of radon daughters
in an atmosphere,

* Identifying aerosol characteristics in the environment, in particular
activity and particle size distribution and particle concentrations -
this affects the unattached fraction and the attachment rate of radon
decay products onto aerosols, and

* Understanding and quantifying the plateout of radon decay products onto
surfaces.

The results of these studies must be both accurate and precise so that
they can be reproduced if necessary and confidence can be placed in the
results. One of the problems associated vith indoor radon studies is that
the radon and radon progeny and particle concentrations are lov as compared
to uranium mines. Therefore, a number of statistical counting errors are
encountered. Also, conducting these studies many different methods and
study conditions vere used, often yielding information that can not be
easily compared betveen researchers. The purpose of this subsection ia to
highlight current measurement methods used to ascertain information on the
unattached fraction, f , and aerosol characteristics.

4.3.1 Measurement Methods for the Unattached Fraction.

In all dosimetric models the unattached fraction and aerosol particle
size of the radon daughter are important parameters in the estimation of the
exposure of the human body to radiation (Reineking, 1986). Measurement of
the unattached fractions have been made by a number of researchers by a
variety of methods as shovn in Table 13.

Regardless of the type of diffusion device employed it is impossible to
have zero collection efficiency for an aerosol, e.g., concentration gradient
at the entrance surfaces vhich removes some of the aerosol by diffusion and
inertial mechanisms may cause attached daughters (> 1 urn) to be collected
(Van der Vooren, 1982). The extent of collection is a function of the
ambient aerosol (Van der Vooren, 1982). Errors that are inherent in the
measurement of unattached radon daughters include (Van der Vooren, 1982)



TABLE 13

MEASUREMENT OF UNATTACHED FRACTIONS

Author Method Comment

Duggan and Hovell (1969)

Mercer & Stove (1969)

Chapuis (1970)

Fusamura (1967)

Kotrappa et al (1970)

George (1972)

James et al (1972)

Thomas & Hinchcliffe (1972)

Sinclair et al (1977)

Holub & Knuston (1987)

Knutson et al (1984)

Knutson et al (1984)

Samuelsson (1984)

Diffusion battery

Impactor Device

Electrostatic collection

Diffusion tube method

Parallel plates

Wire Screen

Wire Screen

Diffusion Battery

Wire Screen

High Volume Impactor

Wire Screen Diffusion Battery
Porous Carbon DB

Wire Screen

Remove 1-3Z attached

80Z collect eff.
unattached fraction

£ < 0.05

fu 0.06 - 0.15 act.

£ 0.09 - 0.25 inact.

Remove 1.5X attached

a activity countable
on front face of
screen

Equation not approp.

Multiple screens

Reineking & High Volume Wire Screen DB
Porstendörfer (1986)

Porstendörfer (1987)

200 mesh size, 80X
of a activity on
front face of screen

Useful for both
unattached fraction
and activity size
distribution

n ii



— Uncertainly in the diffusion coefficient - collection efficiency of
unattached activity on collectors (not considered principal source of
error)

— Collection of attached activity by unattached radon daughter
collectors, e.g., by inertial impact ion and diffusion, serious errors
can occur.

— Very lov concentrations of unattached versus attached activity,
counting statistics may be a serious source of error.

Listed in Table 14 are the measurement methods used to determine the fp,
calibration procedures, and potential sources of error.

The collection efficiency has been determined both theoretically and
experimentally. A number of researchers have derived different empirical
equations each with varying abilities to calculate the penetration of
particles (Duggan & Hovell, Kotrappa, Thomas & Hinchcliffe, Gormly &
Kennedy, and Cheng & Yen). For the parallel plates, wire screens, and
diffusion batteries the collection efficiency is based on penetrations, p.

4.3.1.1 Wire Screens. The principle behind the use of wire screens is that
the unattached particles adhere to the wire screen or gauze by diffusion.
Initially vire screens were used to measure the amount of radioiodine that
diffuse to the surface of the vires (Barry, 1968). According to Thomas and
Hinchcliff (1972), they decided to viev the vire screens as an assembly of
very short rectangular diffusion tubes. Pictorial examples of vire screens
are shovn in Figure 9. For vire screens, the penetration or collection
efficiency for small diffusion coefficients, the more accurate solution for
penetration (as compared to Thomas & Hinchcliffe and Gormly & Kennedy) is
given by Cheng and Yeh (1980). Cheng and Yeh used a theory developed for
fiber filters and applied it to the use of vire screens for predicting
aerosol penetration through 635 - mesh vire screens (Holub & Knutson, 1987).
The equation is as follovs (Cheng et al, 1980):

P - exp (- A n Pe
 lli) (34)

where, P is the penetration of the screen
n is the number of screens
P • 2 » ö /De o

where, a is the vire radius (cm)
U is the undisturbed flov velocity (cm/sec)

2
D is the diffusion coefficient of the particles (cm /sec)

A - (4 B a h)/(n (1 - a) a) . 10.56 for parallel (35)
staggered cylinder
model

• 4.52 for fan model
- 2.51-3.35 for real

filter

where, h is the thickness of the screen (cm)



TABLE 14

UNATTACHED FRACTION
HEASURHENT METHODS, CALIBRATION, AND SOURCES OF ERROR

METHOD CALIBRATION SOURCES OF ERROR/PROBLEMS

Inertial Impact ion Empirical Eqn *

Diffusion Batteries

Vire Screens

Empirical Eqn
- Gormly & Kennedy
- Soderholm (1979)
- King et al(1979)

Empirical Eqn
Cheng & Yeh 1980
(4 - 200 nm)
Cheng/Keating/
Kanapilly (>200nm)
Experimental
- P/B ratio
- Absolute Calibrtn.

- 2 screen
- 3 screen

* 80X efficiency for collecting
unattached fraction (George
(1972)

* Only assess broadness of aerosol
size distribution, range less
than 2:1 (Brovn et al, 1984)

* Gravltional losses v/in channels
* Impact ion losses at the entrance

of the channels
* Assume laminar flov v/in the

channels
* Broadness of aerosol size

distribution range 20:1 (Brovn
et al, 19849

* Counter geometry difficulties
* Remove 1-3X attached activity
* Bad size resolution esp. >400nm
* Problems v/ estimation of

precision of calc. distr.
parameters

* Considered insensitive &
imprecise

* Large particles can be
misintrepreted as small part.

* Collection efficiency for attach
is O.O5-O.2X and 50-80X unatt.

* If lov unatt cone, then Increase
errors in measurements

* Emp. eqn for calc. p not always
correct—Thomas & Hinchcliffe

* Typical Calibration errors
- Counting statistics
- Counting efficiency of vire
due to flov flucuations

- Geometric counting efficiency
of vire screens

- Detector efficiency/config.

Screen DB Emp Eqn
- Cheng 1980

Experimental
-Honodisperse
aerosols
15-948 nm Cheng
4-200 nm «eineking

* Can't use screen DB to measure
polydisperse size distrib. v/
median diameter >400 nm

* Medium activity concentrations
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a • volume of a solid/total volume - ( 4 m ) /(n d h p )
s s s

where, m is the mass of the screen (g)s
d_ is the screen diameter (cm)
s
p is the screen density (g/cm )
3

The constant B, which is a function of geometric arrangement is given by

BC - 2.9 (-0.5 lna + a - 0.25a - 0.75) 1/J for parallel (36)
staggered
cylinder model

BF - 2.7 for fan model
B - 1.5 - 2.0 for real filter

The above equations are applicable to a variety of screens, face velocities,
and particles sizes (4 - 200 nm) (Holub & Knutson, 1987). A modification of
the Cheng-Yen equation is valid for larger particles (Cheng-Keating-
Kanapilly, 1980).

Wire screens typically collect only 5O-8OX of the unattached activity (Van
der Vooren, 1982). In addition to the theoretical calculations as described
above, experimental calibrations methods for determining counting and
collection efficiencies have been developed for wire screens. The counting
efficiency methods include the (1) front-to-back ratio (Holub & Knutson,
1987), and (2) simultaneous a and Y counting (Falk and Nyblom, 1982 and
Vanmarcke, 1984). The collection efficiency methods include the (1) 2 wire
screen method (Stranden et al, 1982), and (2) 3 wire screen method where
activities on screens and filters are counted simultaneously (Samuelsson).

To experimentally determine the efficiency of the screens, the front-to-
back ratio (F/B) of activities and a loss factor (SL - which accounts for
the alpha particles absorbed in a screen that cannot be detected by either
the front or back measurements) must be determined. According to Holub &
Knutson (1987), this is accomplished by two methods:

(1) Two measurements are made simultaneously side-by-side, one with one
screen wrong side out. Counting statistics are the predominent error
associated with this measurement. There is also a dependency of F/B on mesh
size, since each screen is sampling the same size clusters.

(2) Two consecutive measurements - one of which has the full screen set
(e.g., 3 screens) right side-out with respect to the flow direction and the
other has the screen(s) set wrong-side-ouf with respect to the flow
direction. Repeated pairs of measurement should be made (statistics) and
the F/B and SL are obtained. There is a particle size dependency because
the individual screens are catching consecutively larger sized particles
since the smaller particles are preferentially removed by preceding screens.

Falk and Nyblom (1982) have developed a technique for the absolute
determination of the counting efficiency and this method can also be used
for the determination of the unattached fraction collected on a screen. This
technique requires the simultaneous measurement of the alpha and gamma
radiation on a screen or filter. The counting efficiency (for the vire
screen or filter) is determined according to the following equations



V EY * Ma/M
Y
 (3?)

where, E is the a counting efficiency for the screen or filter
a

E is the Y counting efficiency for the screen or filter

M is the number of alpha pulses recorded from the screen/filter

M is the number of gamma pulses recorded from the screen/filter

at the same time as the alpha pulses are recorded.

This procedure attempts to avoid most sources of error that occurs in the
calibration of radon daughter instruments» since it is possible to make a
direct calibration of the alpha detector for the measurement of the alpha
activity on the screen for the desired flow rate and mesh size selected for
the screen (Falk and Nyblom, 1982).

In the 2 screen method (Stranden & Berteig, 1982), the activity on the
two screens are measured simultaneously. The collection efficiency, E, is
given by the following relation:

l^/Nj- (E (1-E))/E or E - 1 - (N2/N2) (38)

where, N~ is the activity on the backup screen

N. is the activity on the prescreen.

The experimental collection efficiency is then compared to the calculated
value. The counting efficiency for the screen is not the same as the
filter, therefore, a correction factor is needed. The correction factor Is
found by making simultaneous measurements on the screen, backup filter, and
a reference filter; whereby (Stranden & Berteig, 1982):

,k screen, .refv .filter /-Ova - (Ai / Aj ) - Aj (39)

where, Aj C r e e nis the activity on the screen

AT is the activity on the reference filter

A[ i l t e ris the activity on the backup filter.

Based on Stranden and Berteig (1982) measurements, they obtained a value
for a between 0.60 - 0.78. The unattached fraction of daughter number i is
then described by the following relationship:

# i/o r .screen...screen .filter*. ,,n.if 1/E [ Aj /(Aj + a Aj )] (40)

The three wire screen method consists of 3 wire screens in series backed
up by a Hlllipore AA filter (Samuelsson, 1984). This screen-filter approach
is based on the assumption of a bimodal (unattached and attached) particle
size distribution with different diffusion coefficient properties. Other
assumptions include (Samuelsson, 1984):

o The backup filter has 100% sampling efficiency for both unattached and
attached daughters
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o Passing the screen-filter series no activity is left except on screens
and the filter

o The diffusion coefficient of the aerosol and unattached daughters are
not changed passing the screens.

o The sampling efficiencies, y (unattached) and a (attached, are the
same for all radioactive species.

The solution for the sampling efficiencies for unattached, u, and attached,
a, daughters is given below (Samuelsson):

- <k2ik4x " k2iK3i>/l2(klik3i7 k2i>l

where,

k2i"
•

4i" sli" Z s2i + S3i

k3i- s H - s 2 i

where, S.. and F«. is the air concentration corresponding to the measured

activity on the jth screen and the backup filter of the ith species. In
Samuelsson (1984), preliminary values for u and a, where 0.50 and 0,
respectively.

4.3.1.2 Diffusion Batteries. There are a variety of instruments that are
considered diffusion batteries (DB), such as (1) diffusion-plate diffusion
batteries, (2) bundle-of-tubes diffusion batteries, and (3) diffusion
batteries with collimated-hole structures. The diffusion battery operates
on the principle that each particulate suspended in air exhibits brownian
motion resulting from its mechanical interaction with gas molecules. These
molecules hit the surface of the battery and are either adsorbed or
reflected. Therefore, an aerosol flowing through the diffusion battery will
lose particles by attachment to the diffusion battery surface (IAEA,
1978).

It appears from the literature (Van der Vooren, 1982, Brown et ai, 1984)
that the fractional penetration empirical equation that was best suited for

* diffusion batteries (circular channels) was developed by Gorirly and Kennedy
(1949) where (Brown et al 1984):

Pt - 0.819 exp (-3.65*)+ 0.097 exp(-22.3*) for + > 0.04 (42)

and

Pt - 1- 2.56 *
2 / 3+ 1.2* • O.177*A/3 for •< 0.04 (43)

where, P( is the fractional penetration

• is the inverse Peclet number which is defined by



c D Lc)/Q (44)

where» N is the number of channels

L is the length of channels

D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle, and
Q is the aerosol flow rate

The inverse peclet number, •, is independent of channel diameter, which
means that diffusional losses are not changed by altering the diameters of
tubing and connections (Brown et al, 1984). The inverse peclet number for
attached daughters is less than 1E-03. Another method is recommended by
Brown et al and is called the "apparent size" method developed by King et
al (1979), Park (1980), and Yuta (1983)(in Brown et al, 1984). In this

procedure the diffusion coefficient D , of a hypothetical monodisperse
distribution whose theoretical penetration is equal to the experimental
penetration is plotted as a function of fractional penetration. In
comparison with other algorithms (Twomey, 1975, 1981, Raabe 1978,
Soderholm, 1979 in Brown et al 1984) the method was found to be more
convenient (requires less computional time), less subject to experimental
error, and less ambiguous than other algorithms (Colcord et al in Brown et
al, 1984). Moreover, it provided an assessment as to whether there where
systematic differences in measurements with different sections of the
diffusion battery and the degree of variation to be expected beween two
sections constructed with the same design (Brown et al, 1984)

4.3.1.3 Screen/Diffusion Batteries. More recent methods used for measuring
the unattached fraction and" the activity size distribuion are the
screen/diffusion batteries (screen/DB) and the porous carbon diffusion
batteries (DB)(Sinclair, 1978)(Knutson, 1984)(Reineking & Porstendorfer,
1986). The screen/DB can be used with two different air volumes, the lower

3
air volume (1.5 m /h) is used for medium activity concentrations and the
high volume (2.4m /h) is used for lower activity concentrations («•» 5 Bq/m3)
(Reineking & Porstendorfer, 1986) Figure 10 shovs the design of the high
volume screen/DB used by Reineking and Porstendorfer (1986) and Figure 11
shows the type of wire screen/DB developed by Sinclair et al (1977) which
have been duplicated at SSI. Porous carbon DB utilize high air volumes (17

m /h) for measuring low activity concentrations (Reineking & Porstendorfer,
1986)(Sinclair et al, 1977). A formula based on the fan model of filtration
theory best describes the penetration, p of a screen DB (Chang et al 1980,
Yeh, 1982, in Reinking & Porstendorfer, 1986). The penetration, p, can be
calculated from the characteristic of a screen in the following way
(Reineking & Porstendorfer, 1986):

P - exp [(-2 a Z bj )/((l-a)/ rf) c]

where, Z is equal to the number of screens
b is the screen thickness

r{ is equal to the wire radius

a is equal to 4 Mn/(n dfl2

(45)

solid volume fraction
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where,
H is the mass of the screenn
d is the diameter of a screenn
p, is the specific gravity of the screen material

G is the single fiber efficiency where

c« V cin+ eim+ cid (46)

where, c, is correction for diffusion

c. is correction for direct interception

c. is correction for inertial impaction

e, . is correction for diffusion and interception

This equation is essentially the same equation used for wire screens (See
Section 4.3.1.1). However, in order for this equation to be valid, the
fiber Reynolds number (Re,-v R-/u) must be less than 1 (Reineking, 1986).

For small volumetric flowrates (up to 0.4 m /h) experimental calibrations
with monodisperse test aerosols have been published (Cheng, 1980, Yeh et al,
1982, Scheibel & Porstendörfer, 1983 in Reinking 1986). Measurements from
(Reineking 1986) show that the above equation can be extended to a values in
the range up to 0.35 as long as the screen is relatively uniform. For the
particle diameter size range of 15-948 nm experimental calibrations with
monodisperse test aerosols were made by Cheng et al(1980)(in Reineking
1986). The values agree with the previous equation. In Reineking 1986, the
particle diameter range of 4-200 nm was assessed with the use of mondisperse
aerosol particles of Silver (Ag) generated by a vapor-condensation type
method in connection with an electrostatic classifier (TSI Model 3071) (See
Scheibel & Porstendörfer JAS:12;113;1983 for more information on calibration
experiments). Also at the Environmental Measurements Laboratory (Knutson et
al, 1984) screen/DB calibrations have been duplicated with other
laboratories and has a theoretical basis as previously mentioned above by
Cheng et al (1980).

4.3.2 Activity Size Distribution and Aerosol Concentrations.

4.3.2.1 Activity Size Distribution. It was reported by Van der Vooren et
al (1982} that FRe entire size distribution of the radioactive aerosol
should be determined when evaluating the unattached fraction. The behavior
of radon decay products in the atmosphere, especially deposition on surfaces
and in the lung during inhalation, is determined to a large extent by the
size distribution of the aer sol on which the atoms are adsorbed (Reineking,
1986). Many researchers have investigated activity size distributions in
laboratories, uranium mines, but few measurements have been performed in the
natural environment due to the low concentrations of radioactive particles
in the open air. To measure the natural environment at low concentrations,
the measurement technique must be sensitive to determine the real size. The
measurement methods, as shown in Table 15, include electrostatic
classifiers, cascade impactors (high volume), diffusion batteries, and high
volume screen/DBs.
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TABU 15

ACTIVITY SIZE DISTRIBUTION
INSTRUMENTATION

Author

Schuaann, 1963

Pttrauich I
Schuaann, 1968

G*ec|t k
Hlnchcllffc,

Sinclair tt al.

Tyat.i, 1978

1975

1978

Distribution

0.075
0.03 •

, 0.15 u
- 0.5

InstruMntition

Aerosol
Sptctroieopy

Eltcttottatic
Classifier

Diffusion Batttry

Diffusion
Battery

Electrostatic

ClsssUltr, DB

Conditions

Exptrlatntal
(laboratory)

ExptrlMntal
(laboratory)

U aints

Exptrlatntal
(laboratory)

Btcktr tt al. 198*

Knutson at al, 198*

Rats tt al, 1984, 1987

0.07 - 0.28 u
(in) 0.17 (Pb-2U)

0.20 (Pb-212/Bi)
(ouOO.38 (Pb-214)

0.18 <Pb-212/Bi)

Iipactor DvtllinfS

Blaodal
80-110 na
1-4 na
1-2 na

Rtintklnf &
Porsttnddritr, 1996

1-3 na
(20-80 na)
100-300 na

Hoiub i Knutson, 1987
Kulju tt al, 1987
Chu tt al, 1987

.5?-.75 n»

1.5 na

and Knutson, 1?37

Diffusion Batttry Dvtlllngs
lapactor, Scratn/DB

Lov and Mod.
Cf.ic. of Part.

a3

Autoaattd Atrosol
Sptctroatttr

High Voluat
Scrttn/DB

Wire Scrnn/DB
Mobility Anal.

< 1 E0*/caJ

DvtllinfS
aonitortd
for 20-30 aln.

DvtllinfS
Po-218 ultraflnt
Po-21* (RaC)
aceuaulatlon
aodt
Biaodtl vith lov
vtnt. 4 v/o
atrosol sourcts
Vith lov vtnt.
v/ additional
atrsol sourcts
trl- and blaodal
dlstrib.observed
for Po-218 and
Ph-2U/Po-2U,
rosptctlvtly

Experimental
Chinbtr; unit t.
CN < 70/ca3

no SOj (Intro)

CN £05/ ca

Activt Scatttrlnf
Atrosol Sptctroatctr

Syuta

Eltctrlctl Atrosol
sitt sntiyrtt

Condtnsttion
Nudtus Counttr

S02 . 10-20 ppa

Slit distrib.
of ultrafint
partlclts (unat)
shifts upvards
with an incrtast
of SO- cone.

Partlclt sist
ranft 0.09 -
3-0 ua

Particlt «lst
ranft troa
0.0032 to 1.0 ua
håf* nttrly
siaultantous
indoor and out-
door partlclt
atasurtat.itt



According to Reineking and Porstendörfer (1986), disadvantages to using
electrostatic classifiers is that high activity concentrations are necessary
because of the lov aerosol flov rate through the analyzer. Also, there are
uncertainities regarding the electric charging probability and diffusion
losses in the measurement system for particles less than 5 nm (Reineking &
Porstendörfer, 1985). In the small particle size range the high volume
diffusion battery is the best measuring device. Current methods for
determining activity size distribution are high volume screen OB and porous
carbon DBs for low activity concentrations, representative of indoor radon
decay product concentrations. Scintillation counters are used to measure
the total activity or alpha spectroscopy can be used. The use of alpha
spectroscopy has been recommended because it has the advantage to measure
separately the activities of Po-218 and Pb-214/Po-214 (Reineking and
Porstendörfer, 1986).

To measure the diameter size of radioactive particles in the range of 0.5
- 2000 nm at small activity concentrations a set of batteries with different

screen numbers with a volumetric flov rate of 2 m /h vas developed by
Reineking and Porstendörfer (1986), as shown in Figure 10 and in Figure 12
is a schematic design of the experimental arrangement. The activities are
collected before and after each DB on membrane filters. During sampling and
at the end of sampling the a activities are measured with surface barrier
detectors. A minimization method (SIMPLEX—least squares method and
nonlinear optimatization procedure) is used to calculate the activity size
distribution of RaA and RaC/RaC by comparing the measured penetration
values with simulated data. This least squared method considers the
penetration curves of the DBs and the size distribution are approximated by
a sum of log-normal distributions (Reineking & Porstendörfer, 1986). Other
methods have also been developed to reconstruct the activity size
distribution; these include an iterative algorithm developed by Tvomey
(1975) that vas modified by Knutson (1978) and an iterative algorithm
developed by Maher and Laird (1985).

4.3.2.2 Aerosol Concentrations. Aerosol concentration in conjunction vith
particle size distributions ire important parameters that affect the
attachment of radon decay daughters to aerosols. Condensation nucleus
counters (CNC's) and aerosol electrometers are used to measure particle
number concentrations. Unfortunately, questions concerning the counting
efficiency and accuracy of the CNC's have been raised. Liu et al (1982)
reported on an intercomparison of 4 CNC instruments (3 CNC's and an aerosol
electrometer) and had concluded that agreement betveen these instruments vas
fair. Systematic differences in measuring concentrations vere of the order
of 40% or less (Bartz et al, 1985). Recent research has also shown that for
very small particles (< 50 nm) CNC's typically detect only a fraction of the
sampled aersols (Bartz et al, 1986). Also in a more recent intercomparison
study of condensation nucleus counters, the mean counting efficiencies of
TSI CNC's was about 50% for NaCl particles of 5 nm and about 452 for 7 nm
sizes (Dreiling et al, 1986). Several different sources contribute to these
observed decreases in CNC counting efficiency vith decreasing particle size,
examples of these are as follows:

(1) Diffusion losses may occur betveen the instrument inlet and the
condenser as veil as within the condenser (Dreiling et al, 1986).

(2) Counting efficiencies may also be reduced if small particles do not
grow by condensation. This becomes increasingly likely as particle
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size decreases because small particles require higher
supersaturations to be activated (Bartz et al, 1986).

(3) Particles that are activated with the condenser will not necessarily
be detected by the CNC and this can also lead to decreased counting
efficiencies (Dreiling et al, 1986).

(4) In particle free air, some of the counters detected particles (1 -
178 particles), it was felt that these counts could be due to
leakages or electronic malfunctions and not to residue particles in
air (Dreiling et al, 1986).

(5) In some CNC's (TSI CNC Model 3020), butanol may be used as the
condensable material. However, butanol acts as a radical scavanger,
which can suppress particle formation and may reduce the production
of condensation nuclei (Kulju et al, 1987).

As an interesting note, most CNCs are calibrated against electrometers and
other CNCs. However, Chen & Mercer (1985), suggests a statistical technique
for counting submicrometer particles without any external calibration. This
technique which is based on a theory developed by Kyle (1979 in Chen &
Mercer, 1985), considers the random nature of the suspended particles in a
chamber and then evaluates the total variation of particle number in the
whole sensitive volume. In Porstendörfer et al (1987), the relative error
of the measured particle concentration is in the order of 15% which is
primarily determined by the uncertainities of the absolute calibrations of
the condensation nuclei counter,

4.3.3 Plateout Measurement Methods.

One of the primary factors that influence indoor radon daughter levels is
plateout, which is the deposition of unattached airborne radon daughters
onto surfaces. Experiments that have evaluated plateout often take into
account particle concentration and size and ventilation rates. Listed in
Table 16 are the plateout measurement methods and associated parameters that
were also measured.

Among the literature reviewed, only Rudnick (1986) (and Holub (1984
somewhat), described in any detail the errors that may be associated with
plateout measurements. Examples of measurement errors associated with
plateout are (Rudnick, 1986) —

(1) Counting errors
(2) Uncertainities in Rn-222 source activity
(3) Uncertainities in the air infiltration rate
(4) Uncertainities in the sampling rate
(5) Uncertainites in detector efficiency
(6) Uncertainities associated with nonuniform airborne distributions

in the chamber
(7) Uncertainities in the nonuniform Rn-222 decay product deposition on

chamber and fan surfaces (considered the main problem)

As mentioned in Section 3, Rudnick calculated potential alpha activity on
surfaces based on mass balance equations. Differences between the
calculated and measured plateout rates were evaluated by conducting an
analysis of variance; testing the null hypothesis that the differences
between the measured and calculated values could only be attributed to
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TABLE 16

Authors

PUTEOUT AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS
MEASUREMENT METHODS

Ht»jur«««nt Comments

Holub, 1974 Sucfaci activity

Aerosol g«n«rator

Radon Conctntration

Atroiol Conctntration

C«org« tt al. 1983 Surface Activity

Rudnick, 1983

Scott, 1983

Holub, 1984

Airborne Activity

Particle Concentration

Aerosol Size Dist.

Radon Concentration

Surface Activity

Aerosol Concentrations

Activity Size Oist.

Air Infiltration rate

Surface Activity

Diffusion Coefficient
(free/attached)

Charged products

Aarosol Sisa Dlst.

Radon Concentration

CM gamma detector

Polydlsperscd nichroae aerosol

Continuous VL detector

Environment I CNC

Experimental Chamber
10 ca Uhatsan 41
filters, and aluminium foil
vertically and horizontally
taped to valln equilibrium
conditions) alpha counted
1 or 2 min Intervals for
60 mint error 10X|for
individual progeny
velghttd least squares (Ra 69)

5 minute sample on filter
Thomas (1972), error 10X

Uncertainties 2SX
aerosol generator Carnauba vax
monodisperse, median range
0.06 - 0.15 urn
Condensation nuclei - Nad

Electrical Aerosol Size
Analyzer (count median
diameter & geometric SO
calculated by iterative
data reduction technlque(Ka80)
Uncertainties 10Z

Continuous radon monitor
Error 10X

Experimental Chamber
Hilllpore AA membrane filters
and aluminum discs, alpha
spect. - 2 time periods
Activity • Thomas 3 periods

TSI plezobalance

Optical particle counter,
ain. dpr. size 1 urn

Calibrated venturi flovmeter

a Contam. probe t scalar i
a counter; plastic collector

stclps 44 cm | Dwellings t
Commercial Bldgs.

Multiple screen method
Thomas (1972), simultaneous
count of filter and screen

Charged vire (high voltage
supply)

Diffusion Battery, cheeked
with electron microscopy
(v/ and v/o charft neutralise)

Continuous Radon detector

Most measurements repeated
2 - lOx for each point
(Counting statitics)



TABLE 16 (cont'd)

Authors

PLATEOUT AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS
MEASUREMENT METHODS

Measurement Contents

Bigu, 1985 Equilibrium surface
alpha activity

Isreali, 1985

Rudnick, 1985

Bigu, 1987

Porstendörfer
tt al, 1967

Radon daughter Cone,
and WL

Unattached fraction

Radon Concentration

Radon Progeny

Aerosol Concentration
Ventilation Kate

Surface Activity

Air Concentrations

Unattached Fraction

Activity Size Dist.

Surface a Activity

Aerosol Air Cone.

Unattached Fraction

Radon Progeny Air Cone.

Experimental Chamber
stainless steel discs and

filter paper ( 11 cm ) on
vails at 1.5 m height
(at least 8 discs/test - for
statistics); 5 hours for
equilibrium conditions

Thomas (1972)

Wire screen, mesh 150
reference £ilter;2 daily
determinations

Passive Envlrn. Rn Hon.
(PERMS)
Rn-progeny integrating
sampling unit (RPISUs)
Nuclear track detectors

CNC - Rich 100 (E/ONE)
SF- tracer

Experimental chamber

Metal or filter discs (11cm2)
(min. 8 discs per test) on
vails; alpha spectrometry

Thomas (1972) 3 count method

Screen/Db, 11 stage,

filter reference

Screentype DB, Chang 1980
Algorithm, Mahler, 1986

a spectrometry/Gross a
CT . 2 ain, DT - 1 min
CT • 5 min, DT • 1 min

CNC - General Electric

High Volume Screen/DB

p • SOX 4 nrn at 2.4 m3/m
Membrane filter - a spect.

surface barrier - 300 am



counting errors. By conducting this evaluation, alternative explanations
for material balance discrepancies were sought since in some cases the
errors could not be solely attributed to counting. The alternative
explanations for the measurement errors are given above.
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5 RADON AND RADON PROGENY MODELS

5.1 Radon Models

The major sources of radon in dwellings are the soil around the
building substructure, building materials, domestic water supplies,
infiltrating outdoor air. Figure 13 shows the possible pathways of
radon entering dwellings with basements and crawl spaces (Mowris, 1986).
These major sources enter dwellings by the processes of diffusion or
convection. The major diffusive sources for dwellings are soil around
the building substructure, building materials, and domestic water
supplies. The convective sources are the infiltrating outdoor air and
pressure driven flow of soil gas which seeps radon from the soil around
the building substructure and into dwellings (Mowris, 1966). The
contribution from outdoor air is typically 0.3 pCi/l-hr but the
contribution from pressure driven flow depends on the indoor-outdoor
pressure differences, substructure pentrations, soil permeability and
soil radium concentrations (Mowris, 1986). Currently the primary
source of radon is considered to be from the soil into dwellings. In
certain areas, other sources may be also important, such as water
supplies in Maine and building materials in Sweden. Previously, the
majority of models were concerned primarily with radon diffusion into
buildings. Currently both pressure driven and radon diffusion are now
incorporated into models. Therefore, models that descibed only
diffusion processes will not be described. Some recent reseachers that
have combined pressure-driven flow and diffusion are Mowris (1985),
Dimbylow (1987), and Lourei-o (1987). In this section these radon entry
models (with respect to both convective and diffusion processes) will be
briefly described.

Radon Entry In Dwelling Basements and Crawlspaces — Analytical and
Numerical Models -- Mowris (1986)

Mowris (1986) presents simplified analytical models with a two-
dimensional finite difference model for estimating the pressure driven
flow of radon into dwellings with basements or cravlspaces due to
underpressures induced by indoor-outdoor temperature differences, wind,
or exhaust ventilation. A mass balance approach can be used to model
the rate of change of indoor radon concentration, Rn.(t) with respect to

time t, as

dRnt(t)/dt (Jf(t) + Xy(t) Rno(t) - Rn.(t)[Xv (47)

where, 0. is the radon entry rates from diffusion (pCi/l-hr)

<Tr is the radon entry rates from convection or soil gas flow

(pCi/l-hr)

X is the dwelling ventilation rate (hr' )

X_ is the radon decay constant

Rn is the outdoor radon concentration (pCi/l-hr)

At steady state the above equation can be written as follows:
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Rn. (ff, + XRn) (48)

The term X Rn should be corrected to account for air entry into the

dwelling from gaps or cracks in the foundation of a dwelling with a
basement or crawlspace. The rate of removal is dominated by the
ventilation rate which can be expressed as follows:

X - ( -J Q Q2 + Q.umv bmv )/ v (49)

where, X is the ventilation rate

Q are the volumetric flowrates (m /hr), where

s is the stack effect or temperature induced infiltration
w is the wind induced infiltration
umv is the unbalanced mechanical ventilation (exhaust

system)
bmv is the balanced mechanical ventilation (air-to-air

system)

Mowris (1986) compared a two-dimensional finite difference model to an
analyatical model and then compared the analytical model to measured
radon data for two situations — a dwelling with a basement and a
dwelling with a craw]space. In this review, the models associated with
the basement will be addressed.

The analytical model developed by Howris (1986) is based on a heat
transfer analog which shows that the flow of soil gas into the dwelling
is similar to the flow of heat through a semi-infinite medium of uniform
thermal conductivity. The analytical model of soil gas flow for a
basement gap or crack is given by (Mowris, 1986):

Q - (300 L AP)/u l(CfLs)/t
3 + 1/(12 n k) cosh"1[(2 z)/tJ"1(m3/h) (50)

vhere, Q is the soil gas flowrate
AP is the pressure difference through cracks and gaps

C£ - 3 if 0.3 mm < tcracli< 0.7 mm

- 1.6 if 0.3 mm < t < 0.7 mm
gap

« 1 otherwise
k is soil permeability
t is the basement gap or crack width
L length of gap or crack around the basement perimeter
z depth of the basement
u is the soil gas viscosity

The pressure difference, ÄP, is cumulatative effect indoor-outdoor
temperature differences, wind speed, and mechanical ventilation, and is
considered the total effective indoor-outdoor pressure difference. As
stated in Mowris (1986), the temperature induced pressure differences is
dependent on vertical location. The total effective indoor-outdoor
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pressure difference at the floor level (assuming a veil mixed air volume
and the building interior is a single zone) is given by

(51)

where, P* is the indoor-outdoor pressure difference at the floor

level
P is the stack pressure difference at any height

P is the wind speed

P is the pressure difference caused by unbalanced

ventilation

and is also represented by the following equation:

tPf - - p g AT/T (z - NPL) - c. p v
2/2 - p/2 [ Q e m / E L A ]

2 (52)

where, p is the air density (kg/m )
2

g is acceleration of gravity (m/s )
AT is the indoor-outdoor temperature difference (K)
T is the outdoor temperature (K)

z is the distance from the top of the ceiling (m)
NPL is the neutral pressure level (m)
c. is the interior pressure coefficient

v is the wind speed (m/s)
3

Q is the unbalanced mechanical ventilation rate (m /s)

BLA is the effective leakage area of the dwelling (m )

As one may note, the first part of the equation represents the indoor-
outdoor temperature difference, the second the pressure difference
induced by wind speed, and the third part represents the pressure
difference caused by unbalanced ventilation.

The analytical model of soil gas flow, Q, as shown on the previous
page (Equation 50), was compared to a numerical model of soil gas flow
into the basement. If the soil is assumed to be homogenous and
isotopic, the soil permeability, k., is constant. Also if the soil is
assumed to be isothermal, the viscosity, u, is constant, the Laplace's
equation is used (Mowris, 1986) —

32P/32x + 32P/32y + 32P/32z - 0 (53)

If the geometry and boundary conditions are known, this equation can be
solved for the pressure field using the finite difference technique
(Mowris, 1986). Using the finite difference numerical methods to solve
the three-dimensional geometry is expensive (computer time) so the
problem was reduced to two-dimensions assuming that the soil is
isotropic and homogeneous and the basement gap geometry is symmetric
(Hovris, 1986). Also, if the radon concentration in the soil, C^, is

assumed to be constant, then only the bulk soil gas flow rate is
necessary to calculate the radon entry rate into a basement. This
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method will give an upper bound on the radon entry rate into basements
since depletion of radon in the soil by diffusion and bulk flow reduces
the radon concentration belov C^ (Movris, 1986). Therefore, the

previous equation is reduced to 2-dimensions, as follows:

where,

32P/32x - 0.

(Pm,n" Pm-l,n)/(xm,n V

(54)

o.5/(ymn+1- y.^.

)/(vl' w m

- yBfB>

(P - Pm,n 1

Figure 14 shows a simple nodal network which may be used to numerically
approximate the above second order homogeneous partical differential
equations. In addition, these equations can be rewritten into a system
of algebraic equations as follows:

B P , + C P , + D P + E P . + F P , - Q (55)m,n m,n-l m,n ip-l.n m,n nt,n m,n m+l,n m,n m,n+l m,n x

where, Q is the source term and the coefficients B, C, D, E, and Fm,n
are defined as follows:

(57)

(58>

(59)

(60)

m,n

- Vl,n>(xm,n" Vl.n»

- Xm,n>

, anc

D - - B - C - E - Fm,n m,n m,n m,n m,n

The computer program used to solve the algebraic equations above are
given in Mowris (1986). The program follows the steps of

(1) Assume some initial pressure drop across the basement gap
(2) Calculate the pressure boundary conditions
(3) Solve for the pressure field in the soil, and
(4) Calculate a soil gas velocity.
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Simple Nodal Network
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Figure m A 2-dimeruional simple nodal network, with x, and y locations designated by
the m and * indices respectively.

(Mowris, 1986)
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The program also uses a NAG Fortran DOS ECF subroutine to calculate the
pressure field by the method of residuals. For further information on
the operation of this numerical model refer to Hovris (1986).

Comparison of the analytical and numerical model for soil gas flow
shoved good agreement for gap widths less than 1 mm. As the gap widths
increased so did the differences between the models (up tp 13X for gap
width of 10 mm). Differences between the models were also observed with
variation of soil permeabilities (Movris, 1986).

Comparison between measured versus calculated radon entry rates into
basements yield.J the following observations (Movris, 1986):

o The model assumes constant radon concentrations in the soil and
does not account for variable wind pressures on the soil surface
that would deplete the soil of radon.

o Clear relationship between soil gas entry and infiltration - both
model and measured values.

o It was expected that the model would over-estimate the indoor radn
concentration; however, this was not the case, there was a 25%
underestimate and this they considered good given the
uncertainities in handling the wall-floor shrinkage gap and the
simplification inherent in the 2-D model.

In Mowris (1986) they suggest that better methods of handling gap or
crack geometries would improve the model. They also suggested that a
flow of soil gas through networks of gaps or cracks in a basement
substructure is similar to mathematical techniques used for finding an
equivalent resistance for the flow of electrical current through
parallel resistors. In addition, more validation studies are necessary
— which include homes with a wider range of soil types. Also, they
point out that the data base for radon entry into houses (with
basements) is incomplete with respect to the parameters that are needed
to validate a simplified model.

According to Loureiro (1987), Movris' model does not deal with the
radon transport equation and therefore does not answer the question of
the radon concentration distribution in the soil. Also, Mowris' model
has a tendency of overestimating the radon entry rate, especially in
extreme circumstances when: (1) the underpressure difference in the
basement is small, resulting in a small flov of soil gas, with a
predominance of diffusion and a consequent reduction of radon.
concentration at the crack interface, and (2) the permeability of the
soil is very high, resulting in an increase of flow of air from the
atmosphere, diluting the radon concentration at the air-crack interface
(Loureiro, 1987).

The effect of exhaust ventilation on soil gas entry, radon entry, and
indoor radon concentrations was also addressed by Mowris (1986),
however, mitigation measures and their effectiveness are beyond the
scope of this report. Interested readers are referred to the Mowris
(1986) report for further information.
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Pressure Driven Flov -- Dimblylov (1987)

Dimblylow had initially introduced a model that considered diffusion
as the only mode of entry for radon (Dimblylow et al, 1985) but has
extended this model to include pressure driven flov. A 2 - dimensional
model is used, which consists of a crack in the center of a concrete
raft which has impermeable side walls, as shown in Figure 15. The
steady state transport equation for the flov of radon in the soil is
given by (Dimblylow, 1987)

D /e v V - 1/c (u V c ) - X(c - C ) « 0 (61)
a S 5 S o 2> U

where, D /e is the diffusion coefficient in the air poress s

c is the concentration of radon in the soil
s

D is the effective diffusion coefficient of radon in soil

e is the soil porosity
s
X is the radioactive decay constant
C is the concentration of radon deep below the surface
u is the fluid volume current density — the volume of

intersititial fluid flowing per unit dtime per unit area
and is given by Darcy's Law as

u - k/u 7 p

where, k is the soil permeability
u is the dynamic viscosity of air
Vp is the presure gradient

The steady state equation for the pressure in soil Is the Laplacian

v^p - 0 (62)

The pressure is constant in the air above ?he soil and the diffusion
equation applies

V S L - X ca - ° <63>
where, c is the concentratin in air

D is the diffusion coefficient in air
a

At the soil-air boundary the radon concentration and the flux density
must be continuous across the interface. The conditions give

c s " ca

ls-Ja
vhere, j is the flux density (number of atoms transported per >;nit

area per unit time).

The flux density can be separated into a diffusion and a flov component.
The diffusion current density depends on the concentration gradient
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F i g . 15 The concrete raft gecieiry.

(Dimblylow, 1987



through Flck's law and the flov component is given by the flow velocity
times the concentration. The continuity of flux density yields

D 3c /3x • k/w 3p/3x c - Da 3c /3x (64)

It is further assumed that there is no accumulation of radon at the top
surface of the crack. This assumption is made because either the radon
onca reaching the top of the crack rapidly diffuses into the room air or
the natural circulation of air produces a face velocity at the top of
the crack which removes radon as it emerges. The flux density, j , of

the radon emitted from the top of the crack into the room is given by

J« " " D
a
f 3 ca / 3 x )x.d (65)

Application of the finite difference method to solve the diffusion
equation, with the pressure driven flow required that the calculation be
conducted in two parts. First, the Laplacian equation for the pressure
in the soil must be solved. The pressure gradients are then calculated
at each node of the grid. These are then insetted into the pressure
driven flow equation which is solved for the radon concentration. The
finite difference scheme for the pressure driven flow equation is given
by

a2ci-lj+ a3cij+l
+ a4cij-t « 5

) / (V a2 + V V V (66)

where,
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p and p are derivatives at node ijx y

Various pressure differences Ap = + 10 Pa (above or below atmospheric

pressure) were investigated by the use of this model. It vas shown that
the concentration gradient at the tup of the crack as a function of raft
width for prersure differences of £p = -10, 0, • 10 Pa. The rtdon
Ingress is 35£ higher than predicted by diffusion alone when the
pressure driven flow is tovards the crack and 30?.' lower than ditfusion
when the pressure gradient is negative. The smaller the width (of the
raft) the higher will be the pressure gradient and therefore the
transport component due to the bulk flow rather than diffusion. It
should be noted that they used certain values for soil diffusion
coefficient and porosity which may not be totally representative.
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Mass Transfer of Radon Through Soil — Loureiro (1987)

Another approach for assessing radon entry is the mass transfer of
radon through soil. This approach is based on the text by Scheedigger
(1974) original work by Clements (1974) and by Loureiro (1987) (as
described in Movris, 1986). Loureiro (1987) developed his model based
on mass transfer to simulate (1) the generation and decay of radon
within the soil, (2) transport of radon throughout the soil due
to diffusion and convection induced by the pressure disturbance applied
at a crack in the basement, (3) its entrance into the dwelling through
the crack, and (4) the resultant indoor radon concentrations. Figure 16
diagrammatically shows the main elements of the radon transport model.
Assumptions adopted in the model were

o Steady state conditions,
o Dwelling with a basement,

o Geometrically well-defined crack at the wall-floor joint
in the basement, and

o Constant negative pressure applied at the crack in relation
to the outside atmospheric pressure (vind affect on external
walls may lead to unsymmetrical distributions).

Two 3 - dimensional finite difference computer programs are used to
solve the mathematical equations of the model. The first program
entitled PRESSU is used to calculate

(1) The pressure distribution within the soil as a result of the
applied disturbance pressure at the crack, and

(2) The resultant velocity distribution of the soil gas throughout
the soil matrix.

The disturbance pressure field distribution in the soil is represented
by a linear order partial differential equation and is given as follows:

3/3x (k 3p/3x) + 3/3y (k 3p/3y) + 3/3z (k 3p/3z) - 0 (67)

2
where, k is the soil permeability at the point (x,y,z) (m )

2
P is the disturbance pressure in the soil (N/m )

The soil gas velocity field in the soil which is derived from the
differentiated form of Darcy's law ( which states that the velocity of
the soil gas flow at any point (x,y,z) within the soil matrix is
proportional to the difference between the gradient of the absolute
pressure in the soil and the specific weight of the soil gas] is shown
as

q - - (k/u) t p (68)

where, q is the soil gas seepage velocity vector (equal to the
volume of soil gas flowing per unit of time per unit of
geometric cross-sectional area ) (m/s)

2
vi is the soil gas dynamic viscosity (N s/m )



Figure 16 ~ General flow-chart representing the main elements of the radon transport

model.
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The second program called MASTRA is used to :

(1) Solve the radcn mass transport equation and to calculate the
concentration distribution of radon in th soil gas within the
whole soil, snd

(2) Calculate the entry rate of radon through the crack into the
basement and final indoor radon concentration.

The general transport equation for radon through the soil matrix is
given as

3/3t (C C) - v* (D 7 C) - ̂  (q C) + c (S - (69)

where, C is the radon concentration in the soil gas (Ci/m )
v" is the gradient operator (divergence operator)
D is the bulk diffusion coefficient for the radon in the

2
soil matrix, (m /s)

e is soil porosity (dimensionless)

S is the production rate of radon into the pore space (Ci/m )

X_ is the radon decay constant (s~ )
tin

At steady state and incompressible flow conditions, the mass balance
equation becomes

v (D $ C) - V (q* C) + c (S - X_ C) - o (70)

and the continuity equation becomes (velocity field satisifies the
continuity equation)

0 (71)

The total entry rate of radon into one quarter of the dwelling is
given by the product of the flux of radon at the exit of the crack into
the dwelling and the average cross-sectional area of the crack in a
quarter of the dwelling. It can be expressed as

Rtotal ' Jex Acrack (72)

where, R , is the total radon entry rate into a quarter of the

dwelling (Ci/s)

ex
is the flux of radon at the exit of the crack into the

dwelling, (Ci/m - s)
A .is the average cross-sectional area of the crack, in a

2
quarter of the dwelling (m )

The indoor radon concentration is calculated based on a mass balance
within the dwelling and is expressed by the following differential
equation

3 C i n d / 3 t Rtotal/V> " V C i n d * Xv Cout <73>
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vhere, C. . is the indoor radon concentration (Ci/m )

C .. is the outdoor radon concentration (Ci/m )out
3

V is the total volume of the house (m )

Xy is the air exchange rate (s~ )

At steady state the indoor radon concentration is expressed as

Cind - « 4 Rind - « 4 Rtotal/V> + \ Cout>/ < W V <7A>

A parametric sensitivity analysis vas performed on the model. The
variables selected for the sensitivity analyses vhere (1) size of the
dvelling, (2) disturbance pressure applied in the basement, (3) size of
the crack, (4) permeability of th soil, (5) bulk diffusion coefficient
of radon in soil, and (6) soil porosity. Asong the parameters analyzed
it vas concluded chat the isost important ar- — s o l permeability, k;
pressure differential from the inside-to-outside, and the radium (Ra-

226) concentration in the soil particles. For k < l.G E-12 m , the

entry rate of radon into the dvelling vas dominated by diffusion and the
resultant indoor radon concentration varies slowly vith soil

2
permeability. Por k > 1.0 E-12 m , the convective transport of radon

from soil into the dvelling is dominate and the indoor radon
concentration is strongly dependent on soil permeability. These effects
were observed for an applied delta pressure of 5.0 Pa (Loursirc, 1987).
The indoor radon concentration vas found to be directly, though not
linearly, related to the pressure differential. The concentration of
Ra-226 in the soil particles has a direct linear effect on the indoor
radon concentration (Loureiro, 1987).

This model vas not validated vith real field data, since at the time
of his dissertation, dafré: vas not readily availabla (Loureiro, 1987).
Appropriate data for the validation of the model should be collected in
dvellings vith a veil characterized gap at the v?li-floor joint
(Loureiro, 1987). Improvements of the -nodel vere also suggested by
Loureiro (1987), these include:

o The model should be extended to include more flexibility in
defining othet types of cracks at different locations in the
building understructure.

o The applied disturbance pressure should be modeled in terms of
its generating mechanisms, such as vind speed and temperature
differences from inside to outside of the dwellings and for any
unbalanced mechanical ventilation installed in the building.

o Asymmetrical distribution of the disturbance pressure in the soil
around the dvelling due to the effect of the vind speed and
direction should be considered.

o Tne air exchange rate in the house should be treated as a function
of the disturbance pressure generating mechanism such as wind
speed, temperature differences, and the unbalanced mechanical
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ventilation.

Another suggested improvement would be the development of a time
dependent model incorporating the aformentioned changes; though this
would be very expensive in terms of computer time (Loureiro, 1987),

5.2 Radon Decay Product Models

Room compartment models have been developed to determine the indoor
of radon decay products, particularly in reference to the

* Degree of equilibrium between radon and its decay products —
Equilibrium F Factor, and

* Fate of the radon decay products, e.g., unattached and attached
radon daughters, and airborne or deposited onto surfaces.

Quantification of "hese factors are important for ascertaining the
exposure to radon and its short-lived daughf.°rs. The room compartment
model was initially proposed by Jacobi (1972) and has been modified by a
number of researchers, such as, PoLstendörfer et al (1978, 1984, 1987),
Knutson et al (1983, 1988), and Bruno (1983 and modified by Loureiro,
1984)). Other researchers have developed other models, such as, Paschoa
et al (1984) and Shimo et al (1985), however, only the Shimo et al
(1985) will be described in this report. The rooir compartment model
proposed by Jacobi (1972) was initially derived for uranium mines and
consists of a series of source and sink terms which takes into account
radioactive decay, ventilation rates, radon exhalation rates, aerosol
conditions and deposition processes. The equations that represent these
relationships are shown below (Jacobi,1972):

In steady £cate equilibrium the total activity, A , and the average

specific activity, a , of radon is given by

Ao - V ( X o + V <75>
aQ - <E0/V)/(X0 • Xv) - (eQ * F/V)/(XQ • \) (76)

where, E is the total Rn-activity -»xhaled into the air volume, V.

per unit time,
e is the mean exhalation rate of radon form the surface pero

unit time,
F is the surface area
V is the air volume
X is the radioactive decay constant

X is the ventilation rate constant

The average degree of disequilibrium for the ith nuclide is given by the
activity ratio:
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k{ - A</Ao - A[/A Q • A
a/AQ . k[ + k* (77)

where, k, is the average disequilibrium ratio or the disequilibrium

factor
A. is the activity of the ith daughter nuclide in volume V

A. is *he portion of A. due to free atoms (or ions) of the ith

nuclide

A, is the portion of A. due to attached atoms attached to the

aerosol particles

f ak. , k , are the equilibrium ratios for free and attached radon

daughters, respectively

The relative fraction, n, (of free or unattached daughter products) is
given by the ratio:

n± - k[/(k[ + k*) - k[/kA (78)

For steady state equilibrium, the disequilibrium factors for the free
and attached fraction of the ith nuclide in the decay chain:

j i + Xy + X*)[Xak[ + <l-P1_1)X1StJ_1] (80)

v'.iere, X.is the radioactive decav constant for the ith nuclide

X is the attachment rate constant of free radioactive

daughter atoms (or ions) to aerosol particles
p.-l is the desorption probability of a radioactve atoms by

recoil

X. is the rate constant for vail deposition of free and

attached daughter atoms, respectively

Xd " ud * F/V; Xd " pd * -/V (81a)(81b)

where, \:, and Uj are ihe deposition velocities for free

and attached radon decay daughters.

From the disequilibrium factors the potential alpha energy per unit time
is given by

cf • ej . a ^ k * • . £tkj . . of l k i (82)f • ej . a ^ k • . £tkj
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where, c. is the concentration of potential alpha energy in air for

the ith nuclide in the decay chain
f. are the conversion factors for the specific activity to

potential alpha energy concentration in air

The total potential energy-concentration in air is given by

c - Tcj - aQ * Efj* kA (83)

The deviation of the energy-concentration, c, from the energy-
concentration, c , which should be expected for radioactive equilibrium

in air is characterized by the ratio:

c/c - Zfjkj/ itt (84)
i = l 1

Porstendörfer et al (1978, 1984, 1987) modified the Jacob! model by
altering some of its parameters and including outside air
concentrations. The equations that represent these modifications and
assuming a homogenous activity distribution in a room by complete mixing
are listed belov:

(1) Concentration of radon indoors taking into account the fact that
exhalation could change by ventilation:

Cj - (C°,Rn + (eP/W))<l - exp(-XRnt» (1978) (85)

c* - (e + vcJ)/<XQ+ v) (1984, 1987) (86)

where, C?, c is the radon concentration in room air
2

e is the radon exhalation rate (pci/hr m ) in room air
F/V is the ratio of the wall surface to room volume

v is the ventilation rate (hr~ )

C° , ca is the concentration of radon outdoors (pci/m )
St O
X_ , X is the radioactive decay constant for radon
tin o

(2) Concentration of the free (c. ) and attached (c.a) decay

products:

cj£ - ( XjCjfj + rj_ixjcja )/(v + Vj + X • qf) (1984, 1987) (87)

(V CJ a + ( 1" rj-l ) Xj cj i a + X c j l f ) / ( v + Xj + **> (158A) (88)

with clf- c1, cia- 0, and caf- 0
O O O j
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where, ct , c,a are the concentrations of the free and

attached decay products, respectively

ca » caa are the outdoor concentrations of the jth

daughter of the free and attached decay
products

r. is the recoil factor, it defines the

probability whether or not an attached
radioactive atom desorbs from its host.

q , qa are the deposition constants for free and
attached progeny in a room. These values can
be derived accordingly,

qf - vf (P/V) (1978); qf- y j / c } 1 - v - X ^ X (1987) (89 a,b)

qa - va (F/V) (1978) (90a)

qa« X^c^c* 3) - X^c^c* 8) <X/(v + X3+q
f
+ X)) - X ^ v (1987)(90b)

where, v , va are the deposition velocities for free and
O O

attached daughter products
X is the average attachment rate constant
X, is the decay constant for the jth nuclide

v is the ventilation rate, h"

(3) The degree of equilibrium of the daughter products both free and
attached with their emanation (radon) (1978):

k| - c{ /c\ (91)

kjf - (vk^V /cj ̂ k j - lf> rj_1Xjk]-
la)/(v + Xj+X <• q

f) (92)

k] a - (c° /ej k^a v + Xj(l- r ^ ^ k ] "
1 * * X k] £ )/(v+Xj+q

a) (93)

where, Yr. is the disequilibrium ratio for free, unattached

radon progeny

is the c

progeny

k|a is the disequilibrium ratio for attached radon

(4) Under conditions v < 1 h" and c, » ca the attachment rite, X

could be calculated by means of the measured c.a and c. values (1987).
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X . cJa/cjf(X1+ v + q
a) *" cJa/c}f(X1+ v) (94)

(5) With the measured values of c,8, c.a, and c. , the recoil

factor r. can be calculated (1987):

rl " l - < c2 a / cl a > ( ( v • \ + q*»ty + (c}f/c}a)(X/(v + X ^ qf+ X) (95)

I 1 - X/(v + X ^ qf+ X))

As mentioned, Porstendörfer et al (1978) modified the Jacobi model and
parameters to account for the indoor environment. They also used
experimental data, and took into account outdoor radon concentrations.
The findings that Porstendörfer has made using this model are as
follows:

* There is a great influence of exhalation and ventilation upon
Radon concentration, indoor concentrations are always greater by a
factor of up to fifty (1978).

* The ratio of concentrations between radon and the free and
attached decay products indoors is very much influenced by
ventilation, exhalation, and wall-deposition of the free
radioactive atoms. Radioactive equilibrium does not exist between
radon and its decay products since there is always a great
deposition of the free decay products upon the walls (1978).

* The influence of ventilation and recoil factor on the equilibrium
factor F is negligible (1983).

* The influence of the radon concentration of the open air (assuming
outdoor air) is small especially for rooms with low ventilation

(v<0.5 h" ), assuming a F-factor outdoors of F »0.55 with a ratio

of 1:0.8:0.6:0.4 (1983).

* There is only a relatively small variation of F at different
ventilation rates (1983).

* The plate-out rate of the free radon daughters has considerable
influence on the equilibrium F factor as compared to the
deposition rate of the radioactive aerosol. The plateout rates
also have a great influence on the radon daughter activity
concentration indoors (1987).

* The attachment rate, X and the aerosol concentration also have a
great influence on the equilibrium factor F and the unattached
fraction, f . Raising aerosol concentrations increases the

equilibrium factor, because the attachment process becomes much
faster than the loss of atoms by plateout (theoretical curves fit
experimental data) (1983). In Porstendörfer (1987) it is stated
that the equilibrium factor F is relatively low (0.4 - 0.5) with
cigarette smoke, in spite of the great attachment rate to smoke
particles. They suggest that the organic vapors in the air



increase diffusion by neutralization of the positive ions for this
discrepancy.

* In summary, the equilibrium factor F and the unattached fraction,
fp are only slightly influenced by: outdoor concentrations of radon

daughters (ventilation < 1 hr~ ), recoil process, radon emanation
rate, ventilation rate, and deposition rate of aerosols. They are
greatly influenced by plate-out of the unattached radon daughters
and the aerosol concentration in a room.

Knutson et al (1983) retained all of the terms in the Jacobi
equations but expressed them as mass balance equations, the source terms
on the left and the sink terms on the right, as shown below:

(1) XQC Q- (X^+X^X^cJ (96)

(2) Xac[ - (X-+Xv+Xj)cj (97}

(3) XjCj •p^cj - < W V X d ) C 2 (98>

X*)C* (99)

(5) XjCj - (X^+X^X^C* (100)

j * XJyC* (101)

(7) ujc[ + ujca „ XJCJS (surface deposition) (102)

where, X is the decay constant

C is the radon concentrationo
X, - is the radioactive decay constant for RaA, RaB, and RaC,

respectively
X is the ventilation rate constant

1 - p is the probability of recoil

C. is the airborne number concentration of the ith free

nuclicie

C. is the airborne number concentration of the ith attached

nuclide

X is the attachment rate constant

S is the surface area available for deposition

X,, X. are the deposition velocities for free and attached radon

decay products
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v , v are the deposition velocities for free and attached radon
decay products

V is the volume of room air

These mass balance equations can also be written in terms of activities
and in reference to the contribution of the specific radionuclides as
follows (Knutson, 1988):

Rn-222 (XQ Sf)/V - (X Q + Xy) AQ (103)

Po-213 X1 AQ - (Xj+ Xy + Xa+ xjj) Aj Unattached (104)

Xa Al" ( V Xv+ Xd} Al Attached (105)
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In the Jacob! model as presented by Knutson (1988) the radon and radon
progeny brought in by the infiltrating outdoor air is not taken into
account as it is by other authors (Porstendörfer, 1978). Knutson (1988)
states that outdoor radon concentrations are very low and therefore does
not include the effect of outdoor radon into their model. Also, the
surface-deposited Po-218 accompanied by recoil is considered one of the
three source terms for Pb-214 (the others are decay of unattached Po-218
and the decay of attached Po-218 accompanied by recoil). This source
terms is considered by Knutson (1988) to have very low probability and
is therefore ignored.

Utilizing the modified Jacobi model, Knutson evaluated the
sensitivity of the parameters to chancres. It was shown that:

(1) f,is unaffected by any parameters other than X* a
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(2) f is determined mainly by X (attachment) but is also affected
P a

by ventilation.

(3) xj has very little affect on f (free PAEC), e (equilibrium

ratio), and f. (free radon decay product, i)

(4) Equilibrium ratio, e , is strongly affected by ventilation,

attachment, and plateout.

Comparison of the model with controlled experiments yielded the
following observations (Knutson, 1988):

o Comparing the model to George et al (1933) chamber experiments
showed that in high aerosol concentrations the model predicted the
equilibrium ratio vill but at lov aerosol concentrations there vas less
deposition than predicted by the model.

o Comparing the model to Rudnick et al (1983) radon progeny
activity - balance experiments in a turbulant atmosphere shoved that the
model reproduced the equilibrium ratio measured in the experiment. In
fact 'he model cverpredicted deposition. However, it is important to
note that R^dnick et al (1983) does not differentiate between attached
and unattached deposition rates (Knutson, 1988).

o Comparing the model to EML-LBL experimental measurements shoved
that the prediction capabilities nf the model for the equilibrium ratio
vas p"od for a wide range of aerosol concentrations. Also the
comparison of the predicted to measured decay product deposition yielded
good agreement vhen the surface deposition estimate was doubling (taking
into account addition surface area for deposition en furniture).

Comparison of the model with field measurements in dwellings yielded
the following observations (Knutson, 1988);

o Comparison of the model with the f<eld date from George et al
(1980) resulted in good agreement for the average unattached fraction of
PAEC but the field equilibrium ratio vas significantly greater than the
model values.

o Comparing the field measurments made by Vanmarcke et al (1987) for
radon progeny concentrations, aerosol properties, and ventilation rate
vith the model parameters yielded good agreement. From these
measurements Vanmarcke at al (1987) derived the attachment rate
constant, the deposition raie constant, and thz average depositirn rate
for unattached radon progeny. Thes-? derived values based on
experimental results were vith the range of values determined by the
node! for these parameters.

o Porst«ndör^er et al (1987) .:onductsd measurements of radon, radon
progeny, and yna<tachfc<i fraction in dvellings. Tha equilibrium ratio
derived under various aerosol sourcy concentrations and the unattached
fraction of PAEC ver? veil vithiri the values urcdi.ct.ed by the model.
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Therefore, thsre appears to evidence that the Jacob! model modified
by Kiutson (1988) can predict the equilibrium factors en<* the unattached
fraction. According to Knutson (1988), the model shows t^it aerosol
properties and th« ventilation rate are the most important parameters in
applying the model.

3runo (1983) attempted to verify a variation cf the Jacob! ftodei that
was extended by Porstendörfer (1978). Figure 17 pictorally represents
the fate of the radon decay daughters. In Bruno's analysis, alpha recoil
from vail surfaces and the removal rate of attached radon decay products
are ignored. The following equations represent the interaction between
the seven partitions and express relationships among the rate constants
and the partition concentrations (Bruno, 1982):

X )N* (113)

(11*)

(U5)

(4) X N* + a X N a + b > NS - (X + X + X. *• X)N* (116)

a a aa aa v po b o

(5) X N* + (l-a)XaN
a - (Xv + Xb)N* (117)

(6) XbN^ « (Xv * XpQ4- Xc+ X) N^ (118)

(7) Xj, Nj - (Xy + Xc) M
a (119)

where, N is the concentration of radon atoms

N , N, , N are the free RaA, RaB, and ReC Atoma o c
concentrations, respectively,

Na, H?, N a are the attached RaA, RaB, and RaC atom

concentracions, respectively,

N is the number of RaA atoms on a room surface/room volume,
a is the probability for recoil attachment from particles(
b is the probability for recoil attachment from surfaces,
X is the attachment rate (particle concentration, particle

size),
X is the plateout constant (v dep * surface area/voiume)f
X is the r&don radioactive decay constant,

X is the RaA radioactive decay constant * probability ofa
recoil, and

X is the ventilation rate.
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FIG.17 Flow chart of the fate of short-lived radon decay products. Nt, NAl rV» and N c
are the number of atoms of radon and radium - A, - B and - C , respectively, per unit
volume; a and b ar: the recoil and detachment probabilities from particles and surfaces.
All free and detached partitions also have an additional removal rate. A,, due to

ventilation. n_ .
(Bruno, 1983)



In Bruno's study, alpha recoil from surfaces is ignored because the
recoiling distance of a RaB nucleus (0.15 mm in air) would often remain
in the boundary layer and attach to the vail; therefore, the probability
of detachment from a surfaces would be no larger than 25X (SOX recoil
away from the wall, 50% of those diffuse out of the laminar boundary
layer into the room mainstream) (Bruno, 1983). Comparison of the model
predictions with field observations indicate the following:

(1) X varies roughly between • J - 50 hr-1 which is below the
Porstendörfer value of ; hr-1 (e»0.5).

(2) The plateout rate 's insitive to the ventilation rate, whereas,
X is not.

(3) Regardless or • .»e ventilation rate, the average plateout rate as
determined - the model vas between 4.5 and 12 hr-1 which is
below the / *teout rates suggested by many authors (except
Knutson <J3); therefore, it was concluded that the plateout is
much - ,ier than what has been published in the literature.

(4) Averaged over time, the combined effect of conditions
determining the equilbrium ratio, i.e., plateout and ventilation
rate is not highly variable.

According to EPA (1987), the Bruno (1983) model was updated by Loureiro
(1984). In Appendix I is a listing of the models developed by Loureiro
(1984). These models are based on the models described in Jacobi
(1972); Porstendörfer (1978 and 1984), Bruno (1983) and Kusneda et al
(1980). These models assume steady state conditions and instant mixing
in the room, where all the parameters, as well as the concentrations are
considered spatially ccnstant (Loureiro, 1987a).

Shimo et al (1985) derived a simple model to describe the behavior of
radon daughters in a tunnel compartment, taking into account radioactive
decay, aerosol attachment, and deposition to wall surfaces. This
compartment model, according to the authors can be applied to the
behavior of radon and its daughter products in room air. Assuming
steady state conditions, the concentration of free, attached, and
deposited atoms are interrelated as follows (Shimo, 1985):

(1) Xn - ) . / ( X I B * Z I Y ) ( \ N ) (120)
a o cl a i. n

( 2 ) X . n . - X. / ( X . + B * Z + Y ) ( X n + h X N + k X V A / V J ( 1 2 1 )
DD DD 3 3 da 3 3

(3) Xcnc « Xc/(Xc+B*Z+Y)[ \nb) (122)

<A> X a N a

(5 ) X ^

( 6 ) XCNC

• B Z n
3

- B*Z (1-h) l y

- B*Z (1-h) n^

90

(123)

(124)

(125)



(7) XV A/V - Y n (126)
s 3 3
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(8) X ^ A / V - Y[(l-k)na+ nb) (127)

(9) U A / V - Yld-k)na • nb + n j (128)

where, Xa, \, Xn are the radioactive decay constants for RaA, RaB,
RaC, respectively.
are the concentrations of free unattached RaA, RaB,
RaC atoms respectively.
are the concentrations of attached RaA, RaB, and Ra_,
atoms, respectively
are the concentrations of deposited atoms onto
surfaces of RaA, RaB, and RaC, respectively

B is the effective attachment coefficient between free
atoms and aerosol particles (cm3/sec)

Y is the deposition rate of free atoms to tunnel
walls (sec-1)

h is the recoil fraction from aerosol particles
k is the recoil fraction form vail surfaces
A is the total area of the tunnel air (cm2)
V is the volume of the tunnel (cm3)

B Zn term means B*(r)d(r)n and is a function of particle

radius

Four cases were evaluated with the model, where Case I took the recoil
factor h to be 0.82 (Mercer), Case II and Case III the recoil factor h
was 0.60 (Ahluster), and recoil was neglected in Case IV: The recoil
factor k, for vail surfaces was taken to be 0.25 in Cases I and II and
was ignored in Cases III and IV. Shimo et al (1985) concluded that
between the 4 cases, the observed values agreed best with the calculated
values of Case II. There was close agreement between the observed and
calculated values for free and attached RaA, RAB, and RaC
concentrations. Also, Case II seemed reasonable since the alpha recoil
fractions from the particles and tunnel wall were taken into
consideration. According to Shimo et al (1985), the behavior of the
radon daughters in the tunnel was well expressed by the equations based
on this simple model and that this treatment should be applicable to
buildings and rooms.

Raes et al (1987) has developed a model to calculate the size
distribution of the short lived decay products of radon in the indoor
environment. In this model, the classical processes (e.g., attachment,
plateout, and ventilation) and the clustering of condensable species
around the radioactive ions and neutralization of the ions by
recombination and charge transfer are also taken into account. This
model (AER01A), by their own admission is difficult to use as a
predictive model, since this would imply the knowledge of a chemical
composition of the indoor atmosphere, as well as, the formation rates of
some relevant condensable products, which is hard to achieve. They
state that the usefulness of this model is oriented toward the
assessment of risk caused by radon and effectiveness of remedial action
In widely different environments (Raes, 1987).
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Problems Identified with the Radon Decay Product Models (Knutson, 1983).

Some of the problems associated with these p.odels are that it is
assumed that the air is uniformly mixed vithin the dwelling, and all
surfaces are equally effective in collecting radon decay products
(Knutson, 1988). Uniform mixing has been shown to not be the case
especially between floors. However, it has been shown that uniform
mixing generally occurs within a room. Also, steady state wonditions
are assumed, that is, the parameters in the models remain constant for c
long period of time. But as it has been mentioned in Section 3, many of
the parameters have diurnal variations and may also vary from hour to
hour as is the case with attachment coefficients due to daily activities
that modify aerosol properties. The models can be modified to reflect
the effect of changing parameters. However, experience with the time-
dependent form of the Jacobi model is not sufficient to determine its
accuracy or usefulness (Knutson, 1988).

According to Knutson (1988), the removal of radon progeny by
deposition still needs additional research as was shown in Section 2.
The primary point of concern is the radon decay product concentration
profile near the surfaces (Knutson, 1988). In reference to a more in-
depth evaluation of plateout — there are models that have been
developed to address this parameters namely the convective transport
model and the turbulent boundary layer model.

At this time the convective transport model developed by Schiller
has not been received. The convective transport model applies the mass
transfer theory to calculate the deposition rate in dead calm air and in
three types of laminar airflow. According to Knutson (1988), the main
feature of this thesis is the calculation of the complete air flow field
within a room-shaped cavity where one wall is slightly heated while the
opposite wall is slightly cooled, thus yielding air velocity profiles
near the walls, near the floor, and ceiling. The findings of this
thesis (according to Knutson, 1988) are as follows:

o The presence of aerosol particles alters the near-surface
concentration profile of the unattached radon progeny

o Air movement increases deposition velocity (as Rudnick et al
1986 also reported).

o A realistic range of the deposition velocity of the unattached
radon progeny is 0.7 to 2.8 m/hr.

o The three short-lived decay products have different concentration
profiles and therefore deposition velocities.

Some preliminary information has already been given in Section 3 on
the turbulant boundary layer model developed by Crump and Seinfeld and
modified by McMurry and Rader (1985). This model assumes that the
diffusion coefficient consists of the molecular and turbulant diffusion
coefficent and that the effect of electrostatic charge must be taken
into account. Holub (1984) attempted to include turbulant deposition
and others are now working on this problem. It appears that electrical
effects may augment diffusion by causing deposition (Knutson, 1988).
However, it is not clear how to estimate the magnitude of this effect a.«
applied to dwellings (Knutson, 1988).



6 CONCLUSIONS

This report has attempted to summarize the current approaches developed
to characterize indoor radon decay product behavior. A vide range of topics
have been addressed, such as

* Current ideas associated with cluster formation around radioactive ions
and removal processes

* Identification of parameters necessary to characterize the
unattached fraction (ultrafine particles) and radon decay product air
concentrations

* Identify known problems,errors, and gaps in knowledge surrounding the
theoretical and/or experimental methods used to derive these values.

* Identify models that are or can be used to characterize the behavior
of radon and radon decay products.

In terms of identifying future research activities that may be conducted at
SSI, many problems have been highlighted in the literature that still need
to be addressed. Some of the main research needs that could be followed up
by SSI, include —

o The unattached fraction (ultrafine particles) is considered to be the
"bad actor" of the radon decay product airborne concentrations. The
ability to determine the unattached fraction in controlled conditions
(experimental chamber) and under a variety of conditions is considered
very important, e.g., particle concentrations, trace gases,
environmental condition. The main emphasis of this purposed research

activity is the need for detailed assessment of the environmental
conditions.

o Further research on the plateout of unattached particles is needed.
Research could include identifying the mechanisms involved and the
extent of the impact of these mechanisms in both experimental and
field conditions.

o Additional field experiments were requested by a number of
researchers to increase the data base on various radon decay product
parameters.

o Since SSI is considered the provisional calibration facility for
Sweden, the ability to make measurements that are reproducible is
important; therefore, comparing SSI methods with other measurement
methods (radon progeny concentrations, unattached fraction, aerosol
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concentrations, and activity and particle size distributions) vould
be useful.

o Obtain and upgrade models to fit SSI needs to determine radon and
radon progeny concentrations indoors, so that indoor radon and radon
progeny concentrations can be predicted and compared to measurement
data and perphaps used to determine exposure to the individuals
and population.

It is important to no»e that this field is constantly evolving. In the
development of this repot., as many current references were used as
possible; however, new information is always becoming available. As this
information is made available or is obtained, the research needs may need to
be modified and possibly redirected. Also, dosimetry modelling and
mitigation methodologies were beyond the scope of this report. Therefore,
the research activities associated with these topics were not addressed
within this report.
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10 REM ••»•••#••** »•*•*•••* »•#*••• »••»•»••» »*«»*»«»«»«•»*«•«•«*«» «.jf4(«.«»44-i(«ii

20 REM *
30 REM •
40 REM •
50 REM •
60 REM •
70 REM •
80 REM •
90 REM »
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
S20
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
* ™**

REM •
REM **i
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM **<
REM *
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM *
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM •
REM *•
REM
REM
REM
CLS
PRINT"
LOCATE
LOCATE
PRINT:
PRINT
REM
REM
REM

RADON 1 Program (BASIC)

Written by: Celso Loureiro
Mar ia Bober

Date: August 10, 1984

PURFOSE: This program calculates the concentration
of radon and its progeny according to the
Jacob i and Porstendorfer medels.

»-••••*•••#*•»•»•••#*•**••••»••-»»••»**•#•»*#••••»••*»»•#•#•»#<

REFERENCES:

For Jacobi: Health Physics Journal
Vol. 22, pp. 441-450, May 1972

For Porstendorfer: Health Physics Journal
Vol. 34, pp. 465-473, May 1978

Radiological Data: Radioactive Decay Data Tables
By: David C. Kocher
U.S Department of Energy
DOE/TIC-11026, 1981.

CHOOSE INDOOR RADON MODEL

••*#**•#•**•»••»*•*••»••••»»*#•••»•••»##••**•**••»»*•••••» »*•*» "

3,13: PRINT "Which model would you like to use?"
5,13: INPUT "Jacobi or Porstendorfer (j or p)?";MODEL*
PRINT"+****************1******************-******************

STABLISH ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

IF M0DEL*O".j" AND M0DEL1K >"p" GOTO 400
IF MODEL»»".}11 GOTO 520
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

"outdoor radon concentration (pCi/I)=";OUTRADON
"emission rate (pCi /hr-*m2)=" ;EM1S
"surface area/volume of room (1/m)=";RATIO

GOTO 530
INPUT
INPLT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
REM
REM •*
REM
REM
REM

"indoor radan concentration (pCi/I)»";INRADON
"attachment rate (1/hr)=";ATTACH
"ventilation rate (1/hr) = ";VENT
"plate-out rate of (,ree atoms (1/hr)=";PLATE
"deposition rate of attached atoms (1/hr)=";DEPO
"recoil detachment probability (0<p<i)=";P

DEFINE INTERNAL CONSTANTS

»

*
«
»
»

*

*
*

*
-»
*
*
*

*
*

•a

»

-*

*

* * • • »



3 REM CONVERSION FACTORS CWL/(pCi/I)3
3 REM
?• KA=.0010419 : REri RADIUM-A
) KB*.0 351409 : REM RADIUM-B
5 KC=.0038172 : REM RADIUM-C
3 REM
5 REM RADIOACTIVE DECAY CONSTANTS
O REM
•> LR=. 0075536 : REft RADON-222
D LA=13.6357 : REM RADIUM-A
3 LB=1.5518 : REM RADIUM-B
0 LC=2.0899 : RCM RAUIUM-C
3 REM
D REM ******************************************************************
O REM
6 REM CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM FACTORS
O REM

O REM
0 IF MODEL*="p" GOTO 1210
O REM

O REM
O REM CALCULATION OF JACOBI EQUILIBRIUM FACTORS
O REM
O REM ****************************************** .#*•••••****-***••*•»»*»*<
O REM
O REM
O REM RADIUM-A FREE ATOM INDOOR
O REM
O INAF = LA/(LA + ATTACH + VENT + PLATE)
O REM
O REM RADIUM-A ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
O REM
O INAA = ATTACH * INAF/(LA + VENT + DEPO)
00 REM
10 REM RADIUM-B FREE ATOM INDOOR
20 REM
30 INBF = LB • (INAF + P * INAA)/(LB + ATTACH + VENT + PLATE)
40 REM
50 REM RADIUM-B ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
60 REM
70 INBA = (ATTACH • INBF + (1-P) • LB • INAA)/(LB + VENT + DEPO)
BO REM
90 REM RADIUM-C FREE ATOM INDOOR
00 REM
10 INCF = LC * IN3F/(LC + ATTACH + VENT + PLATE)
20 REM
30 REM RADIUM-C ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
40 REM
50 INCA » (ATTACH * INCF + LC • INBA)/(LC + VENT +DEPO)
60 REM
70 GOTO 1890
BO REM

00 REM
10 REM PORSTENDORFER: INDOOR RADON CONCENTRATION CpCi/13
20 REM
30 REM
40 INRADON « (VENT • OUTRADON • 1000 + RATIO » EMI3)/(1000 • (LR + VE.MT)
50 REM
60 REM *****************************************************************
70 REM
BO REM PORSTENDORFERs OUTDOOR EQUILIBRIUM FACTORS
er» PPM

IQ.'I



1310 REM
1320 REM RADIUM-A FREE ATOM OUTDOOR
1330 REM
1340 OUTAF = LA/(LA + ATTACH)
1350 REM
1360 REM RADIUM-A ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
1370 REM
1380 OUTAA = ATTACH * OUTAF/LA
1390 REM
1400 REM RADIUM-B FREE ATOM OUTDOOR
1410 REM
1420 OUTBF = <LB * OUTAF + P • LB * OUTAA)/(LB + ATTACH)
1430 REM
1440 REM RADIUM-B ATTACHED ATOM OUTDOOR
1450 REM
1460 OUTBA = ( (1-P) • LB * OUTAA + ATTACH * OUTBF)/LB
1470 REM
1480 REM RADIUM-C FREE ATOM OUTDOOR
1490 REM
1500 OUTCF = OUTBF/(1 + ATTACH/LC)
1510 REM
1520 REM RADIUM-C ATTACHED ATOM OUTDOOR
1530 REM
1540 OUTCA = <LC • OUTBA + ATTACH * OUTCF)/LC
1550 REM
1560 REM

1580 REM
1590 REM PORSTENDORFER: INDOOR EQUILIBRIUM FACTORS
1600 REM
1610 REM **************#***************#*********************•************
1620 REM
1630 REM RADIUM-A FREE ATOM INDOOR
1640 REM
1650 INAF = (VENT * OUTAF • OUTRADON/INRADON + LA)/

(VENT + LA + ATTACH + PLATE)
1660 REM
1670 REM RADIUM-A ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
1680 REM
1690 INAA • (VENT « OUTAA * OUTRADON/INRADON + ATTACH * INAF)/

(VENT + LA + DEPO)
1700 REM
1710 REM RADIUM-B FREE ATOM INDOOR
172C REM
1730 INBF = (VENT * OUTBF # OUTRADON/INRADON + LB * INAF + P * LB # INAA)

(VENT + LB + ATTACH + PLATE)
1740 REM
1750 REM RADIUM-B ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
1760 REM
1770 INBA » (VENT • OUTBA • OUTRADON/INRADON + (1-P) • LB • INAA +

ATTACH # INBF)/(VENT + LB + DEPO)
1780 REM
1790 REM RADIUM-C FREE ATOM INDOOR
1800 REM
1810 INCF » (VENT * OUTCF * OUTRADON/INRADON + LC * INBF)/ (VENT +

LC + ATTACH + PLATE)
1820 REM
1830 REM RADIUM-C ATTACHED ATOM INDOOR
1840 REM
1830 INCA - (VENT # OUTCA # OUTRADON/INRADON + LC * INBA •+• ATTACH » INCF)

/(VENT + LC + DEPO)
1860 REM



i REM END OF EQUILIBRIUM FACTOR CALCULATIONS
i REM
i REM ******************************************************** »»«**«**<»
i REM
i REM NOTE : Both methods are identical from this point.
i REM
• REM *###***«*#**#**********#**»***»*#4***#**4M«»******»*»^
> REM
i REM CALCULATION OF INDOOR CONCENTRATIONS CpCi/13
) REM
) REM
» CA » INRADON * (INAF + INAA)
> CB » INRADON * (INBF + INBA)
I CC = INRADON • (INCF + INCA)
REM

REM
REM
REM

) REM
» WL » KA#CA + KB*CB + KC*CC
REM
REM *******************************************#*#***#***************
REM
REM CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM RATIO
REM

CALCULATION OF RADON PROGENY CONCENTRATION CWL3

) REM
100 * WL/INRADON) F =

) REM
) REM
> REM t******************************************************************
> REM
REM

*** OUTPUT TABLE ***
)
) REM
) REM
> REM
) REM **********************************************************************
) REM
) CLS
IF MODEL* =
PRINT "
LOCATE 2,30:
REM * W
LOCATE 3,1 :

j" THEN LOCATE 1,34 : PRINT "JACOBI'S MODEL": LOCATE 2,34:
": ELSE LOCATE 1,30: PRINT "PORSTENDORFER•S MODEL1

PRINT " "

IF MODEL*»
REM

PRINT "FOR THESE INPUTS:"

" GOTO
v

U>

) LOCATE 3,20: PRINT "outdoor radon concentration = ";\3UTRAD0N;"CpCi/ll"
) LOCATE 4,20: PRINT "emission rate = VEMIS;" CpCi/hr/m23"

PRINT "surface area/volume of room = "^RATIO;" Cl/mJ"

PRINT "indoor radon concentration = "j'INRADI
) LOCATE 7,20: PRINT "attachment rate - "^ATTACH;" Cl/hr3"
LOCATE 8,20: PRINT "deposition rate » "j^DEPO;11 Cl/hrD"
LOCATE 9,20: PRINT "ventilation rate =» "fVENT;" Cl/hrD"

PRINT "plate-out rate = "^'LATE;11 Cl/hr]"
PRINT "recpil probability = " ;>•

) LOCATE 5,20:
) GOTO 2390
) LOCATE 6,20: CpCi/13"

PRINT "THE RESULTS ARE:

LOCATE 10,20
LOCATE 11,20
REM
LOCATE 13,1:
IF MODEL* » "p" THEN LOCATE 13,20 : ^
PRINT "indoor radon concentration - ";TNRADON; " CpCi/n"
LOCATE 14,20 : PRINT "radon progeny concentration
LOCATE 15,20: PRINT"equi1ibrium ratio - "fp
REM

17 1 .POTMT "C-AnriM nAnruTirrni.i n^A-rr- <-r i i . f tnn iT
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LOCATE 17,63:PRINT"EDUILIBRIUM FACTOR"
2510 LOCATE 18, 18: PRINT" tpCi/U" : LOCATE 18,3l:PRINT " CWL3 " : LOCATE 18,47:

PRINT "(Free Atom) ": LOCATE 18, 64: PRINT" (Att .v c hod Atom) "
2520 LOCATE 20, 4: PR I NT "RAD I Ul"l -A" : LUCATE 20, 15.-PR1N! CA: LUC/VIE 20, 3c:

PRINT CA*KA:LOCATE 20,47:PRINT INAF: LOCATE 20,65: PRINT INAA
2530 LOCATE 21,4:PRINT"RADIUM-B": LOCATE 21,15:PRINT CB:LOCATE 21,30:

PRINT CB*KB:LOCATE 21,47:PRINT INBF: LOCATE 21,65: PRINT INBA
2540 LOCATE 22,4:PRINT"RADIUM-C" : LOCATE 22, 15:PRINT CC:LOCATE 22,30:

PRINT CC*KC:LOCATE 22,47:PRINT INCF: LOCATE 22,65: PRINT INCA •
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